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1 GENERAL
This study material covers Java programming and UML modeling. It targets students that
have basic knowledge of programming (Java or some other programming language). The
main goal is to create a Java based program. The program can simule traffic lights or it can be
server – client program etc. The program is built using easy examples that can be found in this
material.
The focus of this study material is programming, including specification, design,
implementation and testing. You will start with basic examples that make you familiar with
the Java programming language. Finally we will create the program using UML diagrams
models and the Java programming language (source code).
Ville Rontti
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2 THE HISTORY OF TRAFFIC LIGHTS
Traffic has often been heavy in big cities, even during the horse and buggy days, so police
officers had to be stationed at intersections full time directing traffic during the rush hours.
The first traffic light of the world was installed in London in the year 1868; it was a lantern
with red and green signals. Red meant “stop” and green meant “caution”. On January 2, 1869,
this gas lantern exploded injuring the policeman who was operating it.
Police officer William Potts of Detroit, Michigan adapt railroad signals for street use. Potts
used red, amber and green railroad lights and make world’s first traffic light. It was installed
in 1920 in Detroit. At the same time, Garrett Morgan invented the electric automatic traffic
light that provided the concept on which modern four-way traffic lights are based.
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3 TRAFFIC LIGHTS NOWADAYS
As the number of vehicles and the need for transportation grow, cities around the world face
serious traffic congestion problems. Especially in big cities high intensity of traffic and traffic
jams is concentrated on main intersections in rush hours increasing intensity of traffic and
causing low traffic capacity of intersections. On some major roads this can lead to speed
below 10 km/h, slower than bicycle! Traffic lights are easy and cheap way to reduce the
congestion. There is several methods to solve the traffic congestion problems:
•

construction of new roads (pretty expensive and slow)

•

enhancing public transportation

•

raising tolls and/or taxes and developing high-speed communication networks

•

better control of traffic in order to augment the throughput capacity

By using traffic lights and building new roads you can battle traffic congestion and also
reduce the pollution caused by cars when they don’t have to wait at every crossroads.

3.1 Traffic lights
Traffic lights normally consist of a sensors, traffic lights themselves and some kind of control
system that turns the lights on and off.

3.2 Traffic light sensors
Traffic signal sensors are essentially metal detectors buried in the road surface. These
inductive loop sensors are meant to pick up the presence of large masses of metal - like cars
and trucks - sitting still over the detector loop. Most modern bikes don't have enough
inductive material in their frames to attract the sensor, and metal what they have tends to be
oriented vertically above the loop (making it harder to sense) so we get stuck.
Some traffic lights use infrared, laser, or motion-detector based sensors also. Some lights do
not have any sort of detectors. For example, in a large city the traffic lights may simply
operate on timers.
3
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Sensors detect when a car arrives at an intersection, they also detect when too many cars are
stacked up at an intersection (to control the duration of the green light), or when cars have
entered a turn lane (in order to activate the arrow light).

3.3 Green wave
But traffic lights aren’t enough, you should have the green wave. What’s then the green wave,
theoretically? Green wave helps reducing traffic jams, but it doesn’t help if the traffic is too
busy. When the green wave occurs, you can drive all the way without stopping to lights and
keeping almost the same speed all the time. The green wave is implemented when there is a
clear difference in the amount of traffic for different directions. For example, heavy traffic
into a city in the morning, and out of the city in the afternoon.

3.4 Did you know?
Did you know that in Rio Janeiro motorists are allowed to run against red lights as long as
they can prove to police that they were escaping armed bandits…
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4 INSTALLING THE NECESSARY SOFTWARE
We need to install the Java SDK and TextPad text editor to be able to write, compile and run
Java programs. Follow the instructions to make sure that the installation will be succesfull.
We will install the Java SDK and TextPad text editor as follows.

4.1 Installing Java SDK
First we have to install the Java SDK and after that we can install the TextPad text editor. The
installation order is important, otherwise we have to define the paths to the Java SDK folder
by hand. Installing the Java SDK first and TextPad after that all paths should be correct
without any manual work.
Install the Java SDK by starting the setup program.

4.2 Installing TextPad
When you have installed the Java SDK, we can start to install the TextPad. Install the TextPad
by starting the setup program. When the installation is completed, verify the succesfullness of
installation by writing example Java source code, compiling it and finally running it.

5
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5 WRITING THE FIRST JAVA PROGRAM USING TEXTPAD
5.1 Starting up the TextPad program
Start the TextPad program by clicking on the TextPad item that can be found in the Programs
folder of the Start menu. The TextPad program can be started also by selecting Run in the
Start menu and writing "Textpad" into the input field of the dialog that opens and pressing the
Enter key or clicking the OK button with the mouse.
The TextPad program has to be installed, so it can be started. The TextPad program is used
for writing, compiling and executing Java programs. The TextPad program uses the Java
compiler and the Java interpreter, if the Java SDK and TextPad have been correctly installed.
In the picture "Execute form.jpg" (Suorita -lomake.jpg), another way to start the TextPad
program has been presented; entering "textpad" in the ‘Run’ dialog.
In the picture "Starting TextPad from the icon”, it has been presented how to start the TextPad
program on a computer. Note, that on your own computer the TextPad program might not
necessarily start in the same way.

Picture 1. Starting the TextPad program
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5.2 Writing the source code
When you have got the TextPad program started, we’ll begin writing program code.
In order to write a new program, you must be create a new, empty file in TextPad.
This can be done by clicking the New document button or by selecting New on the File menu
or by pressing the CTRL key and by pressing the N key at the same time.
As a result a new, empty file opens up in TextPad.
Look at the picture "TextPad" in order to see how the TextPad program should look like after
starting it.

Picture 2. “TextPad”
Write the program code
When you have got an empty file into TextPad, we will start writing program code. Write the
following program code into TextPad. Remember to write the program code very accurately,
especially the braces {}, semicolons ; and capital letters and non-capital letters are important!

7
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Program code:
public class Test
{
public static void main(String args[])
{
System.out.println("Java Basics");
}
}
Save the program code into a file with the name Test.java.
The program code can be saved by clicking on the Save icon.
Or, by selecting Save ons the File menu.
Or, by pressing the Ctrl key down and simultaneously pressing the the S key.
Write the text "Test.java" in the dialog window that opens up and click the Save button.
NOTE!
Java programs must always be saved in files that have exactly the same name as the public
class included in the file.
In our example, the name of the public class is Test (Notice the capital letter.), so the file
name will be Test.java.
If you save file with a different name, eg. as test.java and compile the program, the following
error message will appear:
C:\Documents and Settings\tekuope\My Documents\testi.java:1: class Testi is
public, should be declared in a file named Testi.java
public class Testi
^
1 error
Tool completed with exit code 1

After getting such an error message, save the file with the correct name.

8
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5.3 Compiling the source code
Program code is compiled either by selecting Compile Java on the Tools menu or by
pressing down the CTRL key and by pressing at the same time the 1 key. The TextPad
program will call the Java compiler and make a request for it to compile the program code.
The screen will clear for a while and, if no errors turn up, the view of program code will
appear back. If the compiler finds errors in the program code, it informs about them with an
error message. By double-clicking the error message line with the left mouse button – the
main button – focus will be transferred to the line of program code that probably has the error,
according to the Java interpreter.
After correcting the error, re-compile the program until no error messages appear. After a
successful compilation you’ll the program code again.

5.4 Running the Java program
Compiled program code can be executed either by selecting Run Java Application on the
Tools menu, or by pressing the CTRL key and by pressing the at the same time the 2 key.
Note! If you change the program code, the program code must be compiled again before
running it. Otherwise the changes won’t take effect.

9
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6 OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING WITH JAVA
In this chapter I will introduce you to Object-oriented programming (OOP). The first thing
that we have to think about is abstraction. Even Java, which is an OOP based programming
language, provides little abstraction. Little abstraction in connection with programming
means, that you have to think in terms of the structure of the computer rather than the
structure of the problem you are trying to solve.

6.1 Abstractrion
Programmers have to transfer real life problems to a totally different world, the world of the
computer. The transfer can be made using programming languages like Java, Visual Basic or
C++. One way is to find an association between the machine model and and the model of the
problem that is being solved. An alternative solution is to model the problem you are trying to
solve.
In object-oriented programming, a problem is represented using objects. This allows you to
describe the problem in terms of the problem, rather than in terms of the computer where the
solution will run. Java is based on five basic characteristics:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everything is an object.
Program is bunch of objects.
Each object has its own memory space.
Every object has a type.
All objects of a particular type can receive the same messages.

Everything is an object simply means that you have to define everything as an object in your
program. And your program is just bunch of objects together, each them having it’s own
memory, and own type. Objects can send messages to each other, objects of the same type are
sending and receiving the same kind of messages. If the problem can be put into an object, it
can be easily programmed and the program code will be easy to maintain and understand.
Summary:
Object-oriented programming is just creating a one-to-one mapping between a problem in real
life and objects in the solution space.

10
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6.2 Interface and implementation
Just as animals are divided into different classes such as class of birds and class of fishes,
most object-oriented languages use the keyword class to tell you what a new type of object is
like. For example, you can have a class BankAccount, that handles customers’ money
transactions. Every BankAccount class has balance, customer, etc (they are called member
variables). Class is so called frame of objects. We can have an unlimited number of objects of
the BankAccount class, each object having a unique balance and a customer of its own.
The BankAccount class is useless, if we can’t discuss with objects, right? That is why we
need an interface, a way to make requests to the object. Those requests are defined by the
interface of an object. For example, our BankAccount class could have The following
interface:

Picture 3. The BankAccount class.
As you can see in picture 3, the BankAccount class is divided into three sections. The first
section includes name of the class, in this case it is BankAccount. The next section includes
data elements such as floating point numbers, that represent identical charasteristics of the
object. The last section includes the interface (functions or methods). The interface establishes
what requests you can make for a particular object. The following example shows how to use
the BankAccount class in Java:
BankAccount ba = new BankAccount();
ba.setCustomer(“Ville Rontti”);
ba.setMoneyBalance(1523.40);
So, an interface gives us the possibility to make requests. But there must be some code
somewhere to execute the request. This code with hidden data (member variables) comprises

11
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the implementation. In this case, Balance and Customer are hidden data. That makes editing
those variables directly impossible.
There are two reasons why implementation is very important. Generally, the idea of the
implementation is to keep a class as a black box, so the programmer that uses the class can
only use the given interface, without knowing how the class handles the requests. That’s why
we have to somehow keep programmers’ hands off portions they shouldn’t touch. This allows
the class the designer to change the internal workings of the class without worrying about how
it will affect the client programmer.
Java uses three keywords to set the boundaries in a class: public, private and protected. Public
means that definitions can be used by a client programmer. Private means that no one can
access those definitions except you, inside the class. We can say that the private keyword is
some kind of wall between a client programmer and you. Protected keyword means that it acts
like a private except an inheriting (this word will be explained later) class has access to the
protected members, but not private members. In Java there is default access, which is used if
you don’t use those three specifiers. It’s called friendly access because classes can access the
friendly members of other classes in same package, but outside of the package those same
friendly members apper to be private.
Summary:
Class is a frame of objects, each class has an interface for the client programmer to make
requests to the objects. Implementation is code and member variables behind the interface.
6.2.1 Reusing the implementation
You can use class by just using an object of that class (for example the BankAccout class) in
your own program, inside your own classes. This is the simplest way to reuse the code, but
there is another solution, too. You can make a new class that is made up of any other objects.
Composing new class from existing classes is called composition or aggregation.
In The following example we have two classes, the class Engine and the class Car. Our
Engine class can be started and shut down. Engine class is used as a member object in the Car
class.
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class Engine
{
public Engine(){}
public void startEngine(){}
public void shutDownEngine(){}
}
class Car
{
private Engine carEngine = new Engine();

// Member object

public Car()
{
}
public void startCar()
{
carEngine.startEngine();
}
public void stopCar()
{
carEngine.shutDownEngine();
}
}
When the Car class is requested to start the car, it uses its member object carEngine to start
the car. That is how we can reuse the code of Engine class. Picture 4 shows the UML diagram
indicating the composition of the earlier shown code.

Picture 4. Composition or aggregation.
6.2.2 Reusing the interface
In the chapter above we reused the implementation, it’s called composition or aggregation.
Now we are reusing the interface in a way which is called inheritance. In inheritance we will
clone the earlier class to be a base of a new class. Into the new class we will add more
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methods (interface) or override (same method is programmed to work in a different way)
earlier methods.
In picture 5 is shown a way to use inheritance. We have the base class called Shape, which
has one variable that holds the drawing color and four methods to get and set the drawing
color and draw and rotate a shape. In addition we have three specified types of shapes, circle,
square and triangle, each of them having additional characteristics and behaviors. For
example, rotating a circle and rotating a triange need somewhat different code.

Picture 5. Inheritance.
class Shape
{
private Color shapeColor;
public Shape(){}
public void drawShape(){}
public void rotateShape(){}
public void getShapeColor(){}
public void setShapeColor(){}
}

// Member variable
// Constructor
// Method
// Method
// Method
// Method

class Circle extends Shape
{
// Inheritance is done by using the extends keyword
}
class Square extends Shape
{
// Inheritance is done by using the extends keyword
}
class Triangle extends Shape
{
// Inheritance is done by using the extends keyword
}
14
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As you can see, the Circle, Square and Triange classes don’t have extra code so they will
work like the Shape class. This isn’t very interesting because your program is doing nothing.
We have two ways to differentiate your new derived class from the original base class. One
way is to add new methods that are not part of the base class interface. This is shown next:
class Triangle extends Shape
{
public void flipTriangleVertical(){}
}

// New method

The second way to differentiate your new class is to change the behavior of an existing baseclass function like shown next:
class Triange extends Shape
{
public void drawShape(){}
public void rotateShape(){}
}

// Overriding existing base-class method
// Overriding existing base-class method

Now we are using the same interface but the code behind the interface has been changed to
work differently. This is called function overriding. Note! There is no working code in
previous examples due to limited space. Look at the example inheritance.java for more
information.
6.2.3 Relationships
Like shown in earlier examples, we have the class Circle which has derived from base class
Shape. If a derived class has the same interface as the base class, we can say that the derived
type is of exactly the same type as the base class since it has exactly the same interface, right?
The classes can even be switched between and nothing goes wrong. This relationship is called
is-a relationship because we can say “circle is a shape”.
If you add something to a derived class interface, the new type can still be substituted for the
base type, but the substitution isn’t perfect. This is called is-like-a relationship; the new type
has the interface of the old type but it also contains other, new methods, so you can’t say they
are the same.
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6.3 Polymorphism
Polymorphism means that we have a base class (for example the Shape class) and a couple of
derived classes (Circle, Square and Triangle) and we could have code that calls base class
methods (drawShape, rotateShape, etc.) and, depending on what kind of object (Circle, Square
or Triangle) we are offering it, automatically executes the right code. This mechanism where
we are treating a derived type as though it were its base type upcasting. The following
example shows the idea of polymorphism.
class Shape
{
private Color shapeColor;
public Shape()
{
}
public void drawShape()
{
System.out.println(“Drawing shape”);
}
public void rotateShape()
{
}
public void getShapeColor()
{
}
public void setShapeColor()
{
}
}
class Circle extends Shape
{
public void drawShape()
{
System.out.println(“Drawing circle”);
}
}
class Square extends Shape
{
16
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public void drawShape()
{
System.out.println(“Drawing square”);
}
}
class Triangle extends Shape
{
public void drawShape()
{
System.out.println(“Drawing triangle”);
}
}
public class PolymorphismTest
{
public static void main(String [] args)
{
Circle c = new Circle();
Square s = new Square();
Triangle t = new Triangle();
polymorphismTest (c);
polymorphismTest (s);
polymorphismTest (t);
}
void polymorphismTest(Shape s)
{
s.drawShape();
}
}
Example polymorphism.java shows how to use polymorphism in Java.

6.4 Abstract base class and interface
Sometimes we like to have a base class without any code, to present only the interface for
classes derived from it. This is called abstraction. An abstract class can not be instantiated as
an object. An abstract class can also have abstract methods. When an abstract class is
inherited, derived classes must implement the abstract methods, otherwise the derived class
becomes an abstract class as well. Abstract classes and methods are described in code using
the abstract keyword. The Interface keyword prevents any function definitions at all. This
totally separates implementation and interface.
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7 ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
If you are building a little program like “hello world”, you don’t have to worry about analysis
and design methods. But when your code is growing, for example over one thousand lines,
you should think about including design methods into your project to reduce the complexity
of the programming problem.
Sometimes during your design part, you can feel that you are getting stuck, because you don’t
know all of the little details. Don’t worry! Nobody knows all the details during the design, not
even in coding phase! That’s why you should move forward, to next step of design process, to
keep the project running, if you are getting stuck. It’s allmost impossible to know all the
elements for which there is no well-undestood previous solution.
In object-oriented programming there are two main things to do:
1) Discover the objects (meaning that you have to split your problem into objects)
2) Discover the object interfaces (when you have found the objects you should specify
how the objects interact, what’s their interface)

7.1 First step
The first step is quite easy, you have to make a plan what you are going to do in your project,
instead of starting immediately making source code. The following two things should be
found in the plan:
•

milestones (at least two milestones, project start and end days)

•

project structure (what we are really going to do)

Milestones are quite easy to find, project has to start some day and it has also to end on some
other day. Between those two days you can find a few days, when the project should reach a
certain phase, for example beta version of code, first published version, etc. Those milestones
are very important to people who are working in a project, because they know the day when
certain things have to be ready!
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Project structure simply means, that you should write down, what you are really going to do.
Instead of developing “Traffic flow control program” we could think about making a program
like “Program that controls coming and leaving vehicles and pedestrians in crossroads”.

7.2 Second step
This step is called the “requirements analysis and system specification phase” (this is also
called requirements analysis and system specification). In this phase we’will create a
description of what the program will do, not how. Main thing is to find the things that the
system is supposed to do. We should recognize, who is going to use the system, and what and
how the system is supposed to interact with those actors. Of course, we should think about
problems that can occur, when we are using the system. The following picture shows a “Use
case” model that can be used to find out a solution to this problem.

Picture 6. Use case.
In picture 6 we have created “Use case” for normal telephone use. We can type a number to
the phone, take a call to a selected number and finally disconnect the call. The stick figure on
the left represents an actor, which is typically a human or a computer that uses the system.
The “Use case” doesn’t tell how the system is (or will be) implemented. The system can be
very complex, but in the “Use case” model the system is showed only as it appers to the user.
You can find the actors and the context of the use case by describing the system in a few
paragraphs and then looking for nouns and verbs. The nouns can suggest actors and the
context of use case. Verbs are interactions between system and actor.
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7.3 Step three
The third step is to describe the objects and their interfaces. To do that, you should find the
objects. One way to find an object is to look for external factors and boundaries, duplication
of elements in the system and the smallest conceptual units.
The next step is called object assembly. It means that when you are building your object
you’ll discover the need for new members that didn’t appear during discovery. Objects may
require other classes to support them.
More requirements for an object may appear in the system construction phase, too. When we
have found the objects, then we have to find out the need for communication and
interconnection with other objects in the system. This can cause changes to classes or need for
new classes.
When we have added new features to a system we may notice that previous design doesn’t
support easy system extension. With this new information we can restructure parts of the
system to make it more reliable. This is called the system extension phase.
Last phase is called object reuse, which means stressign the class. In this phase we’ll reuse
our class in a new situation and probably find out some shortcomings. You have to remember
that not all objects are reusable, you may have lot of system specific objects that can’t be used
in other programs.

7.4 Almost the final step
When you have made a rough design, you should start to compile it to source code that can be
tested. This code will prove or disprove has your design success. The main thing in this phase
is to find the order to implement the code to generate a running system, and perform the first
of many system integrations and tests. At the same time, you will also uncover some of the
critical risks. And for sure, you will discover changes and improvements that can be made to
your original architecture. Of course, one part of building the system is testing your system
against your requirements analysis and system specification. This part is primarily concerned
with stabilization of the core of the system. After that you can add more functionality and
finish and polish the code.
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8 UML
This is a short introduction to UML (Unified Modeling Language). UML is a visual language
that provides a way for people, who analyze and design object-oriented systems, to visualize,
construct and document the artefacts of software systems. There have been three main stages
of evolution in object-oriented programming history.
First, OOP (Object-oriented programming) languages were developed and began to use.
Second, OOP analysis and design techniques were produced to help in the modelling.
Third, UML was designed to bring together the best features of a number analysis and design
techniques.

8.1 Programming languages
The first OOP based programming language is Simula-67. It was created in the 1960s. The
first explicitly object-oriented language was Smalltalk, which was developed in the 1970s. In
the 1980s came out a new release of Smalltalk, Smalltalk80. After that other object-oriented
languages were released such as Objective C, C++, Eiffel and CLOS. In 1996 Sun’s Java was
released. Microsoft followed suit with J++ and C#, which were really aimed at reducing the
impact of Java.

8.2 Analysis and design
After few years of Smalltalk, books of object-oriented analysis and design began to appear.
The problem was that different authors used different diagramming notations to represent
classes and objects and the associations among them. In 1994 there were over 50 different
modelling languages!
8.2.1 UML
In the 1990s the methods of three key authors had become prominent: Rumbaugh, Booch and
Jacobson. The authors incorporated the best features of other methods together and developed
the standard object-oriented modelling language, UML.
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UML is a formal specification language. UML consists of a set of elements and a set of rules
that determine how you can combine the elements. Most of the elements of UML are
graphical, representing the system that is being modelled. UML can be viewed as four layers:
user objects
model
metamodel
meta-metamodel.
The metamodel layer includes the elements.

8.3 Why use UML
Fashion designers, engineers, architects and system analysts and designers all use diagrams to
visualize their designs. Diagrams show the relationships between design elements and also
abstract design features. If you think about an architect, he or she will create a lot of different
drawings of the building under design. One would show the overall view of the building with
very little detail, other diagrams show particular features of the design. No one diagram can
embody every aspect of something as complex as a building. This use of diagrams to simplify
systems and to represent certain key features is known as abstraction.
Abstraction is a mechanism that we use to represent a complex reality in simplified terms
using some kind of a model. When the abstraction is represented in some physical way, such
as a diagram on paper or a physical object, we can use the term model.

8.4 Relationships
In modelling any subject, relationships are very important. A structural relationship between
elements shows, that they have some dependency on each other. Organizational relationships
between elements must be packaged together in the final system for it to work. Temporal
relationships between parts of the model illustrate a sequence of events over time. Cause and
effect relationships shows preconditions that must exist before something else will work.
Evolutionary relationships between models over time shows how one element has been
derived from another during the life-cycle of a project.
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8.4.1 Examples of relationships
•

Structural relationships – associations between classes

•

Organizational relationships – packages as a way of organizing model
elements

•

Temporal relationships – the time sequence of messages in an interaction
sequence diagram

•

Cause and effect relationships – states in statechart diagrams

•

Evolutionary relationships –tracing dependencies between diagrams

8.5 Reasons to use UML
UML has become de facto standard for object-oriented modelling. Also as the name says,
UML is unified modelling language bringing together the ideas of three leading players in
object-oriented modelling and combines them into a single notation. The core of the UML has
been kept simple by using profiles and other extensibility mechanisms. And last, UML itself
doesn’t include a specification of how it should be applied.

8.6 How to start
A good way to get an overall picture of what is planned to happen in the new system is to use
“Use cases”. The Use Case Diagram is very simple, it shows use cases and actors and
associations among them. Use cases represent sequences of actions carried out by the system,
use cases are also supported by behaviour specifications, which define the interactions within
a particular use case.
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Picture 7. Example Use case.
Normally Use cases are the starting point for the development of a new system. The term
scenarios is used to refer to the different possible courses, that different instances of same use
case might take. In picture 7 is shown the use case diagram for an ATM (Automatic Teller
Machine) subsystem. The following alternative scenarios might exist for the use case
Withdraw cash:
•

The customer’s card is not recognized

•

The customer enters a wrong PIN (Personal Identification Number)

8.6.1 Use case
You can start developing your project by making a couple of use case diagrams of the system
in design. An actor is normally the person or computer who uses the system. Use case is an
action that person can do with the system, for example withdraw cash or print a ministatement.
Use case diagrams mean a lot of external actors and their connections to the use cases of the
system. One use case is a description of one action in the system. Use cases are viewed from
an actor’s point of view.

8.7 Class diagram
A class diagram shows the building blocks of any object-oriented system, it shows a static
view of the classes in a model, or a part of the model. The attributes and operations of classes
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are shown along with the various different kinds of relationships that bind the classes
together. The class diagram itself doesn’t show the specific route through the class model to
be taken to satisfy the use case.
A class diagram describes the class hierarchy of a system. Classes can be connected to each
other in many ways (this is described later). A class diagram shows the inside structure of a
class (it’s attributes and operations). A class diagram is static, which means it’s valid anytime.

Picture 8. A class diagram.
8.7.1 Using class diagrams
The class diagram in picture 8 shows the core model components of the earlier shown banking
system. Class diagrams are used through the development process. Class diagrams do not
show how different components of a class model interact with each other. They show the
behavioral and data management responsibilities of each class.
The class symbol consists of a retangle with the name of the class at the top of the rectangle.
In the class shape a list of attributes and list of operations can be included, too. Each attribute
and operation name starts with a lower case letter. The class name starts with a capital letter.
The class name should have no spaces between multiple words in the name, and should start
each subsequent word with a capital letter as well as attribute and operation names, too.
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getName, isPinCorrect and balance are good names of attributes and operations. Account,
Customer, CarReseller and SystemAdministrator are good class names.
Just remember, that you don’t have to include all the little details into your class at the first
time. For example data types (attributes, also called variables) and parameters required for
operations, can be added later when they are needed. Also level of visibility (private,
protected and public) can be indicated later.
8.7.2 Attribute and operation visibility
Visibility indicators can be set for attributes and operations. It relates to availability to other
classes. Private can be shown using a – symbol. It means that a feature is available only
within the class that owns that feature. Public can be shown using + symbol. Public visibility
means that the feature is available to any class associated with the class that owns that feature.
Protected can be shown using # symbol. It simply means that the feature is available within
the class that owns that feature and any subtype of that class. In picture 9 one class is shown
with visibility indicators and data types.

Picture 9. Example of a specific class definition.
There are two attributes, customer’s first and last name, whose visibility is set to private using
the – visibility indicator. Then we a have couple of public operations to get and set the
customer name. Those are defined public using the + character as visibility indicator. Plus that
we have a protected operation that only can be used inside the class and any subtype of that
class. This is indicated with the # character.
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8.7.3 Aggregation
An association between classes indicates that objects of one class are made up of or consist of
objects of another class. Aggregation association is used to indicate that an instance of one
class may consist of, or include, instances of another class. In picture 10 is shown an example
of aggregation notation. Assembly consists of Components, Component is parf of Assembly.
Note! When using an aggregation association between classes, it simply means that
Assembly doesn’t need Component to work!

Picture 10. Example of aggregation notation.
8.7.4 Composition
In aggregation, a component part is capable of existence outside of the association, in a
composition a part cannot exist without being part of a whole. It means that when whole part
of the association is created, then the components part is also created. When the whole part is
deleted, then the components part is also deleted. Composition is shown using a filled
diamond. Note! In the aggregation example composition simply means that Assembly is
not possible without Component.

Picture 11. An example of composition.
8.7.5 Generalization
The generalization relationship can be described as being a kind of relationship, where one
class is of the kind of another class. Like in picture 8, where Debit and Credit are kinds of
Transaction. Transaction is a generalization of Debit and Credit. Debit and Credit are
specializations of Transaction.
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In generalization, specializations are known as subclasses or subtypes. Debit and Credit are
subclasses, a generalized class is known as the superclass or supertype. In picture 8,
Transaction is a superclass.
8.7.6 More on associations
We can add specific meanings to the end of the association (where it joins a class). In picture
9 is shown an unnamed end notation on association ends. Role name specifies the role played
in an association by the class at the end of the association where the role name appears. The
role name can be prefixed with a visibility indicator like shown earlier in chapter 8.7.2 at page
26.

Picture 12. Example of role name notation.
The Address class has private visibility as viewed from Customer in the Customer – Address
association. The Address has public visibility as viewed from Order in the Order – Address
association.
In UML, an association can be annotated as being navigated in a particular direction by
adding an arrow-head to an association to indicate the direction of navigation as shown in
picture 12.

Picture 13. Association navigability.
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8.7.7 Interfaces
As told in chapter 6.2 at page 11, interfaces are classes that have no attributes and no direct
instances because they are abstract. The operations of an interface have no methods, because
they are not implemented. This means that the only features of an interface class are its
operations. A class that realizes the interface class must support the public operations of the
interface class.
Because any fields you put into an interface are automatically static and final, the interface is
a convenient way for creating groups of constant values. For example:
public interface Months
{
int JANUARY = 1, FEBRUARY = 2, MARCH = 3,
APRIL = 4, MAY = 5, JUNE = 6, JULY = 7,
AUGUST = 8, SEPTEMBER = 9, OCTOBER = 10,
NOVEMBER = 11, DECEMBER = 12;
}
Look for example intconst.java for more details.

Picture 14. Interfaces.
The List interface class provides three operations to support, addPlayer, isEmpty and clear.
The List class itself doesn’t implement these operations, as it is an interface class. The
AbstractList class realizes the List interface and thus provides methods to support the
operations specified in the List interface class.
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8.8 Object diagram
An object diagram is almost the same as a class diagram except in object diagrams we are
using objects (which are an instances of classes) instead of classes. Object diagram is a
snapshot of a system at a certain point of time. Notation is the same as in a class diagram.

8.9 Collaboration diagram
Use cases can be realized by collaborations. In object-oriented systems, the functionality that
users require of the system is produced by objects working together, each individual object
providing a small part of the functionality. To work together, objects need to communicate
with each other by sending messages. This working together (defining a set of participants
and relationships that are meaningful for a given set of purposes) is called collaboration.
Collaboration diagrams can be used to help to understand the grouping of objects, to
understand the interactions among objects and to specify the objects that take part in
operations.

Picture 15. A collaboration diagram example: refreshing the icons in a folder window.
A collaboration diagram describes dynamic co-operation by showing interaction (sending and
receiving messages) and context (objects and their relationships to each other). A
collaboration diagram is drawn as an object diagram, where objects are drawn with their
relations.
8.9.1 Types of message flows and stimuli
There are three types of message flows, simple, synchronous and asynchronous.
A Simple message flow indicates flow of control – sender waits until receiver processes
message. A simple message flow is the default and its shown by an empty or normal arrow as
shown in picture 13 below.
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You have to remember that the word message is used, when sending messages between
classes, the word stimulus (“incentive communication between objects”) is used when
sending a stimulus from one object to another.
Also the term message is used in specification of level diagrams and the stimulus term is used
in instance level diagrams.

Picture 17. Three types of message flows.
Second type of message flow is synchronous. It indicates a nested flow of control and it’s
used to ensure that state cannot be compromised by an external factor (e.g. interrupted by the
operating system). An Asynchronous message flow simply means a signal from one object to
another and it’s shown as a half-empty or one-sided arrow.
8.9.2 Reasons to use collaboration diagrams
There are a few reasons why you should use collaboration diagrams. Collaboration diagrams
can be used to model collaborations between objects or roles that deliver the functionality of a
use case or an operation. Collaboration diagrams are also used to model mechanisms within
the architectural design of the system. They are annotated with interactions showing the
messages that are passed between objects or roles within the collaboration.
Collaboration diagrams are used to model alternative scenarios within a use case or operation,
that involve the collaboration of different objects and different interactions. Collaboration
diagrams are used in early stages of a project to identify the objects, that participate in a use
case.
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8.9.3 Syntax
Class roles can be drawn in a collaboration diagram. In tables 1 and 2 the syntax of instance
names and the syntax of role names are shown.
Table 1. Syntax of instance names.
Syntax

Explanation

O

An object named o.

o:C

An object named o of class C

:C

An anonymous object of class C

/R

An anonymous object playing the role R

/R:C

An anonymous object of class C playing the
role R

o/R

An object named o playing the role R

o/R:C

An object named o of class C playing the role
R

Table 2. Syntax of role names.
Syntax

Explanation

/R

A role name R

:C

An un-named role with the base class C

/R:C

A role named R with base class C
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8.10 Interaction sequence diagrams
In object-oriented systems, tasks are performed by objects interacting with each other by
passing messages. In UML there are two kinds of diagrams to model these object interactions,
the earlier shown collaboration diagram and sequence diagram. Sequence diagrams represent
dynamic co-operation between objects. Sequence diagrams show intercommunication (chain
of messages) between those objects. It also describes what happens in a system in a certain
situation.
A sequence diagram presents some of the same information that collaboration diagram does,
but not all. Sequence diagrams can be used to model high-level interactions between active
objects in a system. They also can be used to model the interaction between object instances
within a collaboration that realizes a use case or operation.
In other words a sequence diagram is a model describing how groups of objects collaborate in
some behavior over time. The diagram captures the behavior of a single use case. Sequence
diagrams show objects and the messages that are passed between these objects in the use case.
You can use a sequence diagram, when you need to easily see the sequence of the control
flow. Also if you need to show concurrent processes and activations you can use sequence
diagrams to do that.

Picture17. A sequence diagram.
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8.10.1 Axis
In a sequence diagram, object instances are arranged horizontally across the page, and time
runs vertically down the page as you can see in picture 18. General flow of messages across
the page is from left to right. Dashed line (if it is used) represents the time during which an
object exists (lifetime of the object). Stimulus is shown using an arrow going from the sender
to the receiver.

Picture 18. Axes.

8.11 Statechart diagrams
A statechart -- or a state diagram -- is used to complement the description of a class. It shows
all possible states that object can be involved with and also it shows what events will cause
the transitions. Events can messages sent by other objects or some condition becoming true.
An action can be included in a transition. An action defines what we have to do during the
transition. State diagrams are drawn only to classes that have lots of separable states. In
picture 19 the state diagram of an elevator is shown.
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Picture 19. State diagram of an elevator.

8.12 Activity diagram
An activity diagram is used to show the course of events in chronological order. Activity
diagrams are used to describe flows within or between use cases. They can also be used to
identify pre- and post-conditions of use cases. An activity diagram consists of action states
and transitions between them. We can also describe decisions, conditions and parallel actions
in an activity diagram.

Picture 20. Activity diagram of a printer server.
8.12.1 Action states
Activity is a unit of work that needs to be carried out. Actions carry the work out. Activity
diagram simply means action states and includes definitions of the performed actions. Action
state can be leaved when actions are performed.
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Picture 21. Action state with some actions.
There are four moments when an action can be triggered, on entry (action is triggered as soon
as the activity starts), do (these actions take place during the lifetime of the activity), on event
(action takes place in response to an event) and on exit (action takes place just before the
activity completes). An alternative form of action is the triggering of an event which is done
the following way: ^target.event(arguments) where target is some object that needs to
respond to the event, event is the name of the event, and arguments contain the information
that to be conveyed with the event.
8.12.2 Transitions
A transition is the movement from one activity to another, the change from one state to
another, or the movement between a state and an activity in either direction. Transitions can
be triggerless or triggered as shown in picture 22.

Picture 22. Triggerless and triggered transitions.

8.13 Implementation diagrams
There are two kinds of diagram in UML, that are used to model aspects of the implementation
of computer systems: component diagrams and deployment diagrams. A component diagram
shows the physical structure of source code as code components. A component can be source
code, binary or executable. A code component includes information about the classes it
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consists of. Relationships between code components are also shown to point out what happens
if we change something. Components can also be grouped by packages.

Picture 23. A component diagram showing C++ source file depedencies.
A deployment diagram shows the physical architecture of hardware and software in the
system. Computers and other devices are shown in the diagram as nodes and connections
between nodes are also shown by their types. Inside the nodes is shown what kind of
components are used inside each node. Relationships between components can be shown, too.

Picture 24. Deployment diagram.
Main uses of component diagrams are to model physical software components and the
relationships between them:
to model source code and relationships between files
to model the structure of releases of software
to specify the files that are compiled into an executable
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Deployment diagrams are used to model physical hardware elements and the communication
paths between them:
to plan the architecture of a system
to document the deployment of software components on hardware nodes
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9 SOFTWARE DESIGN
Now when we know little bit about programming, we have to concentrate on the software
design process. Software design starts with specification, to define what a program has to do.
After that we will design how program will do the specified work. And finally we will
implement the software by creating source code.
You can ask why we have to specify and design instead of just implementing the code? In
short programs specification and design is not needed, but when programs grow (usually more
than a thousand lines), it is very hard to keep them in order without good design. Another
reason is that usually there are several peoples involved in the same project and
implementation is easier if our activities are coordinated and planned. A high quality product
requires also high quality specifications and high quality design and, of course, high quality
implementation!
Software engineering can be compared to car assembly. A car assemly line is for producing
cars. A significant amount of work goes into not just designing a car but into designing the
process used to build that car. There is one key difference between software design and car
assembly, in car assembly the design time for the car is relatively short, the majority of the
work lies in manufacturing when in software engineering we have the reverse situation.
Software design is consist of the following standard phases:
•

Requirements Analysis & Specification

•

Design

•

Implementation and Integration

In the first phase of this three-step process you have to find out what the program has to do.
In the next phase you have to find out how to make that kind of program. And in the last
phase you will create the program.
If you notice in design or implementation phase that design or requirements are not correct,
you have to start whole process at beginning, fix the requirements and design documents and
then continue your work. The earlier you notice an error or deficiency in the requirements or
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design, the easier it is to fix. In large projects, the value of good requirements analysis and
solid design cannot be overestimated.

9.1 Requirements Analysis and Specification
9.1.1 Problem Definition

Requirements Specification

Requirement specification simply means problem definition. We have to determine exactly
what the customer wants and identify the constraints. For example, in our Traffic light project,
client wants the program to be graphical. Our constraint in this case is, that we have to make
the program by using the Java programming language. In our requirements analysis we also
have to specify the product’s task explicitly.
9.1.2 Difficulties
We will encounter difficulties, if the client asks for a wrong product or the client is
computer/software illiterate or the specifications are ambiguous, inconsistent or incomplete.
9.1.3 Validation
In the validation process we will do extensive reviews to check, that the requirements satisfy
client’s needs. We also have to look for ambiguities, inconsistencies and incompleteness. The
validation process will also check for feasibility and testability and it will develop a system
test and acceptance test plans.

9.2 Design
9.2.1 Requirements specification

Design

When the requirements specification phase is completed, we will turn to the next phase,
design. Design means developing the architectural design or system structure. In this phase
we have to divide the needed software into modules and plan the module interfaces. Also we
have to develop a detailed design or module specifications, which means selecting algorithms
and data structures.
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9.2.2 Difficulties
Problems can occur if we have miscommunication between module designers or if design is
inconsistent, incomplete or ambiguous. A good base plan for module design is needed in
order to keep the modules consistent. No code must be produced before the basic architecture
of modules is accepted.
9.2.3 Verification
Extensive design reviews (inspections) will determine that the design conforms to the
requirements. Also we have to check module integration and develop an integration testing
plan in the verification phase.

9.3 Implementation and Integration
9.3.1 Design

Implementation

In the implementation phase we just implement, ie. create source code for, the modules and
verify that they meet their specifications. Secondly, we combine the modules according to the
architectural design plan.
9.3.2 Difficulties
We can have module interaction errors or the order of integration could have a critical
influence on product quality.
9.3.3 Verification and Testing
We have to review the code to determine that the implementation conforms to the
requirements and design. We have to develop unit test or module test plans to test the
functionality of individual modules. The integration test plan will focus on module interfaces.
The system test plan focuses on requirements and determines that product as a whole
functions correctly, according to the requirements specifications.

9.4 Models
Software design can be done many ways. Models will show the different steps in software
design process. One of the oldest models is the waterfall model. It was proposed in the early
70’s and it is widely used even today.
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Picture 25. The waterfall model.
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10 A COMPUTER UNDERSTANDS ONLY INSTRUCTIONS
10.1 Instruction set
A computer understands only instructions such as: move a numeric value from a memory
location to a register, or add two numbers.

10.2 Programming languages
The instruction language that a computer understands is called machine language. It is in
reality ones and zeros in succession.
Symbolic machine language or assembler differs from machine language in that the
instructions have been replaced by word-like commands like add, sub, clr, jre, etc… This
eases up coding considerably compared to machine language.
High level programming languages (such as Java, C, C++, etc.) one command can replace
several machine language instructions. As programming gets easier, less mistakes will
happen, and the mistakes – or errors – are easier to fix and programs are easier to move form
one computer to another.
The instruction set that a computer understands is small, generally a few hundred
instructions. In addition a computer is very punctual about the correctness of the instructions.
A human being understands different instructions as: "Get milk from the local store!"
This instruction is almost impossible to execute for a computer. E.g. the term local store is too
indefinite for it to know.
It is quite hard for human beings to instruct or make programs for computers, as things have
to be atomized, in order that a computer would be able to do the above.

10.3 A program
What is a program? A program is simply several instructions one after another. This is easy to
understand with the bun recipe example. If you follow exactly the instructions, you can bake
buns that are exactly like the maker of the recipe has intended. Changing the recipe, the result
will be a different kind of bun (or maybe not if the recipe is changed cautiously).
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10.4 Java
Java is an object-oriented programming language developed by Sun microsystems inc.
Traditional, compiled programming languages (as eg. C or C++) are problematic in, that when
moving eg. from Windows to Linux, programs must be compiled again. Java programs are
compiled into so-called bytecode, that can be interpreted in many different operating
environments. Java interpreters – JVMs or Java Virtual Machines – have been implemented
for many operating environments and the same programs function all the environments.

10.5 Object orientation
Java is a fully object-oriented programming language. Programs execute by using ready-made
class libraries and by possibly inheriting new objects from the library objects.
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11 WRITING PROGRAM CODE
11.1 Naming
When writing program code, it is good to learn to write variable, method and class names
descriptively and always with similar style. When reading somebody else’s code, you might
find the following statement:
a = b * c;

It might be a bit difficult to understand, what is being done in the line code. If the code line
would read:
totalSum = amount * pricePerUnit;

it would be much easier to understand.

11.2 Indenting
Program code must be indented according to the structure of the program code. Example:
public void testiMethod(double temperatureStatus){
// Program code has been indented, inside a new program block
// (braces)
System.out.println("Hi!");
if (temperatureStatus < 0) {
// Indenting again inside a new program block
System.out.println("Oh how cool it is!");
}
else if (temperatureStatus > 0) {
// Indenting
if (temperatureStatus > 20) {
// And indenting again inside a new program
// block
System.out.println("Warm!")
}
}
}

One way to indent is to indent all new blocks one tab stop more than the previous level. In
many programming environments, the tab stops can be set to the value you want. Four spaces
is the most common value used.
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In the example program you can notice that the braces are not indented on the same level. The
starting brace ‘{‘ is always at the end of the line that starts a new block. The ending brace ‘}’
is indented on the same level as the starting line of the block. If you use braces this way, you
must always write both braces ‘{}’at the same time, and then add the code between the above
Alternatively you can write the braces as in the following version of the same class, with
braces on the same level. This eases debugging, e.g. if some brace is missing, it is easy to
notice, because they been indented on the same level.
public void testiMethod(double temperatureStatus)
{
// Program code has been indented, inside a new program block
System.out.println("Hi!");
if (temperatureStatus < 0)
{
// Indenting again inside a new program block
System.out.println("Oh how cool it is!");
}
else if (temperatureStatus > 0)
{
// Indenting
if (temperatureStatus > 20)
{
// And indenting again inside a new block
System.out.println("Warm!")
}
}
}

Whichever way of using starting braces you choose to use, be sure to use it exclusively.
Otherwise you are doomed to a destiny of a lot of strange and hard to find bugs.
In order to leave the choice for you, both types of bracketing will appear in the following
programs. In your own code, be sure to use just one way. This applies to all other formatting
of the code, too. Be consistent.

11.3 Commenting
One of the most important things in writing program code is to remember to write comments
for the code. This does not mean, that every row of code in a program must be commented,
but the most important and hardest to understand parts must be commented.
This helps in later editing the code. Even if you had yourself written the code, after months or
years, you will not understand the working of the code, if it is not commented.
Note! Commenting does not make up for bad naming.
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An example of different ways to comment program code:
/* A multi-row comment,
which can span many rows.
These are used for explaining methods
and abnormal pieces of code.
The comment ends here. */
// One-line comment
/** Documentation comment.
The javadoc program uses these
for making html-documents. */
/*
starts a comment that is being ended by */.
// starts an end-of-line comment
/**
starts a javadoc documentation comment that is being ended by

*/.

11.4 Modular, object-oriented programming
Even small commercial programs contain thousand of lines of code. It is understandable, that
such a whole cannot be conceptualised, if all code lines in one block. A human being can
perceive a program better, if it has been split into clear blocks that contain the program code
for smaller functional parts of the program.

11.5 Program writing
Program writing comprises of the following steps:
•

Find out what the program should do

•

Find out what user intervention the program needs to complete its tasks successfully

•

Find out what your program should do, to complete its tasks

Write the program code.

11.6 Statement block
Multiple Java statements can be combined into a statement block, that is limited by braces {}.
For example, if it is desired that after an if statement more than one row of code execute, the
code lines must be put between braces.
{
statement 1;
statement 2;
statement 3;
}
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Example code will clarify:
if (height > 150) {
System.out.println("You are over 150 cm tall.");
count++;
}

In the example we check, if the variable height has a value greater than 150, and if it has, the
program code in the statement block between the braces will execute.
The program code will print the text ‘You are over 150 cm tall.’ and add one to variable
count.
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11.7 Terminology
There are some concepts that can pop up in a basic Java course; some of these are in the
following table:
Table 3. Programming terms.
Term

Explanation

Algorithmic By combining simple basic actions according to given rules, desired actions can
thinking
be achieved.
Program

A (computer) program is a collection of instructions that cause the computer to
execute a desired chain of actions.

Operation

A basic action on data

Operator

A symbol representing a basic action on data. E.g. + - * / %

Data
structures

Data structures are, among others, arrays, character strings, data items, hash
tables, stacks, trees, networks and files.

Array

An array is an ordered and indexed collection of data items that are of the same
type. The data items are referred to with indexes that are the ordinal numbers of
the items. Indexes start from 0, or the first element of an array has index 0.

Control
structures

Control structures are means of controlling the course of action. These include
selection, repetition and methods (or subprograms, or functions).

Value
parameter

A simple variable that is given to a method is a value parameter. This means
that the method is given a copy the data value. In Java simple values are given
as value parameters (e.g. values of type int and double).

Reference
parameter

A non-simple variable that is given to a method is a reference parameter. This
means that the method is given the address of the data, a reference. In Java
values e.g. arrays and objects are given as reference parameters.

This

this means ‘this
instance’

See example "thisExample.java".

Parameter,
argument

The data given to the
method when a method
is called

doSomething(5);

Package

The Java way of
storing classes as units.
import java.io.*;
The unit can be taken
into use with the import
statement.
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Variable,
member
variable

A data storage place for
constant or volatile
data. For example of
int number = 4;
type integral number,
floating-point number,
character, text string.

Block

In loops or methods,
the batch of statements
that are executed
together, under the
same conditions.
Limited by braces {}.

Conditional statements
are used for checking
Conditional some conditions and
statement
then different lines of
(if)
code are executed, if
the conditions are true
or false.
Loop (for,
while, dowhile)

Selection
statement
(switchcase)

A statement block that
will repeat as long as
the condition is true.

A statement block that
executes different lines
of program code based
on the value of a
variable.

if(height > 150)
{
System.out.println("Olet pitkä");
height = height + 50;
}
if(height > 150 && height < 200) {
System.out.println("You are of medium
height");
}
else if (height < 150) {
System.out.println("You are short");
} else {
System.out.println("You are tall");
}
for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
System.out.println("Loop " + (i + 1));
}
int i = 10;
switch(i) {
case 1: {
System.out.println("The value was
1");
}
break;
case 10: {
System.out.println("The value was
10");
}
break;
default: {
System.out.println("The value was not
1 or 10.");
}
break;
}
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12 BASICS OF JAVA
We will start Java programming by creating simple programs and then explaining how they
work and after that making little modifications to them. This is the way how everybody learn
the programming, just making modifications and wondering how it will affect. It is bullet
proof technique, it will work allmost 100 % guarantee.

12.1 Writing the Java programs with TextPad
You can write the source code by using notepad, Word, TextPad, or something else text
editor. In this study material we use TextPad texteditor to write the source code because
TextPad is free and it is easy to install.

12.2 Structure of Java program
A Java program must have The following things:
•

at least one public class, e.g. TestProgram that will define the filename

•

one main method (an init method in applets)

Test program:
public class testProgram
{
public static void main(String args[])
{
}
}
The former test program does nothing. It compile ok, but when run, it does exactly nothing.
You can use this program body as a base for your own programs.
Note! Java programs must be saved exactly by the name of the class defined in the program,
only adding the .java file extension.
In our example we created a class by the name testProgram, so the program code must be
saved as testProgram.java.
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12.2.1 Structure of a Java program, a closer look
Next we will study the structure of a Java program in more detail with the help of the
following program:
public class JavaStructure {
private static int counter = 0;
public static void main(String args[]) {
boolean bReturn value;
// Subprogram is being called
bReturn value = printName(15);
}
private static boolean printName(int kerrat) {
for (counter = 0; counter < kerrat; counter++) {
System.out.println("Java Basics");
}
return true;
}
}

We will now process the program blocks one at a time:
public class JavaStructure {
}
The attributes public and class (public is not obligatory, it just tells, that the class is available
for other Java programs) tell, that the next program block (inside the braces) is a class, this
time called JavaStructure.
The line:
private static int counter = 0;

Defined inside the class (not inside a method) is member variable, that can be used as follows:
•

if the member variable is defined private, it can be used only by methods that
reside inside the class

•

if member variable is defined public, it can be used both by methods inside the
class and by methods outside the class
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The next program block:
public static void main(String args[]) {
}

defines the main method, that is obligatory in all Java programs except in applets. In applets
the main method has been replaced by the init method.
A program must have at least one main method and possibly other methods.
Inside program blocks (in the methods) is the executing program code.
Program code consists of variables (boolean bReturn value;), different instructions (for) and
method calls (System.out.println).
Remember, that all program code must be written inside a class, and there inside methods.
12.2.2 Large programs
When writing your first programs the program code can be written even all inside the main
method. When the amount of program code grows, it is reasonable to write program code into
differrent methods. The following example depicts the situation, where several classes and
methods are used:
public class BigProgram
{
public static void main(String args[])
{
Student ville = new Student("Ville");
Student kalle = new Student("Kalle");
System.out.println("Name of student: " +
ville.returnStudentName());
System.out.println("Name of student: " +
kalle.returnStudentName());
}

}

private void printName()
{
System.out.println("Java basics");
}

class Student
{
private String NameOfStudent = new String();
public Student(String NameOfStudent)
{
this.NameOfStudent = NameOfStudent;
}
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public String returnStudentName()
{
return NameOfStudent;
}

}
In our example program the program code has been split into two classes, the BigProgram and
Student classes. In addition the Student class has two methods and one member variable.
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13 PRINTING IN THE COMMAND WINDOW
13.1 System.out
In Java you can print out to the console window with e.g. the following commands:
System.out.print() and System.out.println().
These commands differ in, that the first printing command prints out the text between the
parentheses on the screen, but does not move the cursor to a new line. When again the latter
printing command adds a linefeed.
Example code will clarify:
public class PrintingCommands
{
public static void main(String args[])
{
System.out.print("Printing data, with no linefeed. ");
System.out.print("Printing will resume right after the
previous data. ");
System.out.println("This comes right after, but now we add a
linefeed.");
System.out.println("Printing will start on a new line,
because of the linefeed.");
}
}

A few printing command examples:
System.out.println("Matti" + "Teppo");
Output: MattiTeppo

System.out.println("Express train " + 51);
Output: Pikajuna 51

Note! The number printed out 51 is an integer constant, not a string.
In practice this does not matter.
System.out.println("One + two = " + 1 + 2);

Because the first item to print out is a string, integer constants are
concatenated, or printed as is, NOT added!
Output: one + two = 12
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System.out.println("One + two = " + (1 + 2));
Output: one + two = 3

The addition is observed because we put the numbers 1 and 2 within parentheses.
System.out.println("" + 1 + 2);
Output: 12

An empty string at the beginning causes concatenation instead of addition.
String name = new String("Ville");
int age = 25;
System.out.println("Hi " + name + ", you are " + age + " years
old.");
Output: Hi Ville, you are 25 years old.

In the example, the values of the variables name and age are printed out among other printout.

13.2 Special characters in controlling printout
In Java printing (print control) special characters can be used. For example a linefeed is
obtained with the control character ‘\n’. The following table introduces the Java control
characters:
Table 4. Special characters in controlling printout.
Linefeed

\n

Tabulator

\t

Backspace

\b

Return to the start of
\r
line
Backslash

\\

Apostrophe

\'

Quotation mark

\"

Character (unicode)

\udddd
ä = \u201e, Ä = \u017d, å = \u2020, ö =
\u201d, Ö = \u2122
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The following example code uses special characters:
// SpecialCharacters.java
// (c) Ville Rontti 2002
//
public class SpecialCharacters
{
public static void main(String args[])
{
System.out.print("A couple of linefeeds: \n\n");
System.out.println("Data1\tData2\tData3");
System.out.println("On the text will be
printed\b\b\b\b\bTHIS TEXT!");
System.out.println("On the text will be printed\rTHIS
TEXT!");
System.out.println("Printing one Backslash: \\");
System.out.println("Printing one Apostrophe: \'");
System.out.println("Printing one Quotation mark: \"");
System.out.println("Printing one character with
umlaut: \u201e”);
}
}

13.3 What is Java
Java is a different programming language. Normally source code is compiled directly for a
certain environment (Windows, Linux, Solaris, Unix, Ultrix, AIX, etc.). In Java, source code
is compiled to bytecode. This bytecode can be executed in any environment that support Java.
When you need to run the bytecode, the Java intepreter (or JVM) will transform the universal
bytecode to machine code.
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Picture 26. The Java execution hierarchy.
Picture 26 shows how Java programs work. When you have created the source code (the file
extension is java), you use a Java Compiler to compile it into bytecode (the file extension is
class). Bytecode is environment independent, which means that it will run in any environment
that has Java support. Next the bytecode is intepreted to machine code which is not
environment independent anymore.

Picture 27. “Normal” programming language.

13.4 The Java API
The official Java interface documentation of the Sun Corporation is called the Java API. The
following link http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4/docs/api/ shows you the current API (Application
Programming Interface) documentation for the Java version 1.4.
This documentation is necessary, when you want to know, for example, what methods the
String class has available. Below is a sample of the String class documentation:
Table 5. Java API documentation.

Method Summary
char charAt(int index)
Returns the character at the specified index.
int compareTo(Object o)
Compares this String to another Object.
int compareTo(String anotherString)
Compares two strings lexicographically.
int compareToIgnoreCase(String str)
Compares two strings lexicographically, ignoring case considerations.
String concat(String str)
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Concatenates the specified string to the end of this string.
boolean contentEquals(StringBuffer sb)
Returns true if and only if this String represents the same sequence of characters
as the specified StringBuffer.
static String copyValueOf(char[] data)

How do you then interpret this documentation? Let’s study the first introduced charAt
method. The text char at the left column of the table means that the method return a value of
type char. The right side column of the table has the method call name and the method
parameters, if they exist. Our example method is called charAt and it takes one parameter of
type int, which tells the index number of the character that is wanted of the character array.
The method returns one character of type char.

13.5 Class and object
A class is the base of an instantiated object, that in itself is good for nothing. In other words,
class acts as a model for objects. In order to use the methods of a class, the class must first be
instantiated. In the class definition, an attribute can be put in front of the word class. A class
can have one of the following attributes:
Table 6. Class attributes.
Attribute

Explanation

No attribute

Class visible in all classes of the same package.

public

Class inheritable and its public variables and methods available to any
class.

final

Class not inheritable. Class contents cannot be changed. Member
variables and methods available to any class.

abstract

Class must be inherited. Only its subclasses can be instantiated. Class
methods contain no program code.

13.5.1
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13.5.2 Simple class
The simplest class is shown below:
Class className {}
There is no use for that kind of class. You can just make an object of this type of class using
new keyword:
NameOfTheClass x = new NameOfTheClass();
And that’s it! This is not very interesting because we do not have any data members or
member functions here, so the class is quite useless right now.
13.5.3 Class with data members
You can put two type of elements in your class: data members (variables) and member
functions (methods, functions). The following example shows how to make a class with data
members and member functions:
Class ALittleMoreStuff {
int i;

// data member

public int getValue() // member function {
return i;
}

}

Our class ALittleMoreStuff has one data member, integer i. Also it has one member function
getValue that returns the value of i. How we can use this class then?
// creating an instance of the class = object
ALittleMoreStuff x = new ALittleMoreStuff();
x.i = 123;

// setting value of variable I

System.out.println(“Value of variable i: “ + x.getValue()); // calling member function
First, we create an object named x of class type ALittleMoreStuff.
Then we set variable i’s value to 123. This is possible because variable i isn’t private (if
variable i was private, then we should use member function to set it’s value).
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Next we print the content of variable i to the screen. Value of i is obtained using member
function getValue, which returns the value of variable i. Another way to get the value of the
variable i is the following:
System.out.println(“Value of variable I: “ + x.i);
Note! If you want to prevent making an instance of your class, you should put a private
definition to the constructor of your class. This can be done for example if you have only
static methods.
13.5.4 The structure of a class
Class is comprised of the following parts (all parts are not obligatory):
•

Class name

•

Member variables

•

Constructor and destructor methods

•

Class methods (static and normal)

A class must have a name, that describes the action of the class, e.g. the Car class most
probably is connected to actions that are related to cars.
Table 7. Attributes possible for member variables:
Attribute Explanation
No

The variable is available for all classes of the same

attribute.

package.

public

Variable is available for any class.

private

Variable is available inside the class where it is defined.
Not inheritable.

protected

Variable can be used only from a subclass only in
ddi i

h

l

h

i i d fi d
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addition to the class where it is defined.
final

The variable is available for all classes, its value can not
be changed (constants).

threadsafe The value of the variable can be changed only if it is
used by a single thread.
Note, that attributes can be used only with member variables, with method variables they
cannot be.used.
In general member variables are defined at the root of the class, as in our example program:
class Test
{
int memberVariable; // Member variable without attributes
public void testMethod()
{
int regularVariable;
}
}
A constructor method is executed whenever a new instance of the class is created. A
constructor method is a special method, that has the same name as the class. A constructor
method has no return value. If a class has no constructors, Java will make up a default
constructor for it.
A constructor method is otherwise similar to normal methods, it just lacks a return value. In
addition the name of a constructor method is exactly the same as the name of the class. There
can be several constructor methods in a class, they just differ in the amount and types of
parameters that they have. Our example program has three different constructor methods:
class Test
{
public Test()
{
// 1st constructor method without parameters
}
public Test(int x)
{
// 2nd constructor method with one int type parameter
}
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public Test(int x, double b)
{
// 3rd constructor method with two parameters
}
}

A class can have normal and static methods. The difference is, that a normal method cannot
be called before instantiating the class. A static method can be called without class
instantiation. When a normal method is called, the method of an instance is called. When a
static method is being called, the class method is being called. It is possible to give a method
different attributes.
An example of method introduction:
attribute static type methodName(parameters) { method algorithm }
Attributes have been introduced in the following table. If a method is wanted to be static, the
attribute static must be added to the method introduction. Type is for the method return value.
MethodName is a descriptive name, for what the method does. A method can have no, one or
several parameters. A method can include program code, that is between the braces {}.
Table 8. Possible method attributes.
Attribute

Explanation

No attribute

Method is available for all the classes within the same package.

public

Method can be used from any class. Method overriding is permitted if the
overriding method is also of public type.

private

Method can be used only within the class, where it is defined in.
Overloading and overriding are permitted. The method is not inheritable.

protected

The methods can be only called from subclass. Overloading has
permitted. Overriding has permitted only, If the overloading method type
has public or protected.

final

Methods can be called from any class. Method is not inheritable.

native

Method that is not written in Java, but in some other programming
language. Overloading and overriding are possible.

abstract

Method can be used from subclass only. Method body must be
programmed to override the method from a subclass.

synchronized

Method cannot be used by more than one simultaneously acting object or
thread.

Exercises 6, 8 and 9.
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Picture 28. Example of a static data member and a static member function.
As you can see is picture 28, we can use a static data member i directly without creating an
instance object of StaticTest1 class. Even if we create an instance of the StaticTest1 class,
variable i is common to every instance of current class. Of course, we can use the variable i
and the function add without an object instance, too, because they are static.
Example static.java shows how to use the static keyword in Java.
13.5.5 Everything is an object
In Java everything is an object, even if it doesn’t look like object. As you can remember,
object is an instance of a class, and it’s created as follows:
String name = new String(“Ville Rontti”);
System.out.println(name);

// We create an instance name of class String.

// We print the contents of name to screen using the reference.

new String(“Another instance without reference to it!”);
At first line we have created an instance name of class String. In addition, we have now a
reference to the new object (the reference is the name object). In the second line we print the
contents of the name object to the screen. In line three we create an instance of the String
class but we do not have a reference to this instance so we can’t do anything with it!
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13.5.6 Creating and destroying
As you can see, it is very easy to create objects. You might think how you can destroy them?!
You don’t have to worry about that because they are destroyed automatically when they are
not needed anymore. This is called garbage collection. Of course, you can -- and sometimes
should -- destroy objects yourself, too. This can be done e.g. if an object uses a lot of memory.

13.6 Hello world
Our first official program is – of course – HelloWord.java that simply prints the text “Hello
world” to the screen. You can write down The following code, compile it, and run it:
Public class HelloWorld
{
public static void main(String[] args)
{
System.out.println(“Hello world!”);
}
}
In this example, there are a few things that we have to know, when we are creating Java
programs. First, every Java program must have one public class. Other classes can not be
public. The source code file must be saved using the same name as the name of the public
class. So our HelloWorld example must saved as HelloWorld.java. And, do not forget the
importance of using the right case. Upper and lower case differ! Also, our program needs a
starting point and this is the main method in the public class.
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Picture 29. The code and the result of running the HelloWorld program.
As you can see in picture 29, we have been using the TextPad program to write the code, and
then we have compiled the code and run it. The result can be seen in the console window. The
program prints the Hello world! text to the console window.
Exercise 3.

13.7 Variables
Variables are named places for storing information. Like in C or C++ or Basic, you can have
variables, where you can store numbers, strings, etc. This can be done in Java, too. But,
because Java is an object-oriented programming language, you can do it otherwise, using
objects.
As an example we could think about a situation, where we would ask the program user to
input his or her name. The name could be saved in a variable and at a later stage of program
execution we could print it out on the screen, as in: "Hello, Ville!". The name "Ville" would
be printed on the screen from a variable, where it has stored earlier.

13.8 Variable types
Java is a strongly typed programming language, which means, that all the variables have to be
defined before use. The following table presents the primitive variable types of Java:
Table 9. Variable types.
Variable name

Variable type

Variable space

Variable range

byte

Integral number

1 byte

-128 to 127

short

Integral number

2 bytes

-32768 to 32767

int

Integral number

4 bytes

-2147483648 to 2147483647

Long

Integral number

8 bytes

-9223372036854775808 to
-9223372036854775807

float

floating point number

4 bytes

±3.40282347 x 1038 to
±3.40282347 x 10-45

double

floating point number

8 bytes

±1.76769313486231570 x 10308 to
±4.94065645841246544 x 10-324

char

single character

2 byte

All the Unicode characters

boolean

true or not true (false)

1 bit

As an example of an object variable type is the String type.
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13.9 The scope of objects
The scope of objects means that you have a certain scope, where an object is available. It
determines the visibility and lifetime of the items defined within that scope. Scope is
determined by the placement of the curly braces {}. For more information see example
Scoping.java.
Table 10. Variables
Normal

Size

Minimum

Maximum

The object way

boolean

-

-

-

Boolean

char

16-bit

Unicode 0

Unicode 216-1

Character

Byte

8-bit

-128

+127

Byte

short

16-bit

-215

+215-1

Short

int

32-bit

-231

+231-1

Integer

Long

64-bit

-263

+263-1

Long

Float

32-bit

IEEE754

IEEE754

Float

double

64-bit

IEEE754

IEEE754

Double

Void

-

-

-

Void

variable
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13.10 How to use variables
Variables can be used like in C or Basic, just presenting a variable and using it. We can also
use wrapper classes for them. This example will show the difference:
int x = 12;
Integer y = new Integer(12);

// The old way is to use a primitive variable
// The object way using wrapper classes

As you can see, the difference is in variable introduction (the old way starts with lower case
and the new way with upper case). When you create a variable using wrapper classes, you
must create a new instance. In chapter 13.8 on page 66 you are introduced to scopes, the
living spaces of objects. You must remember that, when scope ends, objects are destroyed and
you can’t use them anymore.
There is one thing that has to be remembered, normal variables are faster because they are
kept in stack. Objects are not very efficient because new places objects in the heap. And, all
numeric types are signed, which means that they can have negative and posivite values.

Picture 30. A variable example.
Exercise 1.
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13.11 Variable attributes
When defining a variable, it can be given the following attributes:
Table 11. Variable attributes.
Attribute Description
no
attribute

Variable is available in all classes of the same package.

public

Variable can be used from any class.

private

Variable can be used only from the class, it has been
declared in. Variable is not inheritable.

protected

Variable can be used only from a subclass only in
addition to the class where it is defined

final

The variable is available for all classes, its value can not
be changed (constants).

threadsafe The value of the variable can be changed only if it is
used by a single thread.

Note, that attributes can be used only in member variables, not in method level
variables. The following table introduces member variable visibility – or where variables can
be used -- for different attributes:
Table 12. Member variable visibility.
Name
Class Subclass Package All Java programs
private
X
protected X
X
X
public
X
X
X
X
package
X
X

13.12 Variable definition, initialization and use
A variable is defined as follows:
Variable type Variable name

For example:
int height;

The variable name can be any other word than a reserved word, but it can not start with a
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number. In a name there can be a stroke, ‘_’, and a number can be in the middle of a name or
at the end of a name. It is worthwhile to name variables descriptively. Variables can be
defined at two levels, a method level and at class level. Variables that are connected to the
whole class are introduced at the beginning of the class. These member variables can be
used everywhere in the class -- in any method. Variables can be introduced inside methods,
too. Thus the variable can be used only in the method, where it is defined.
A clarifying example:
class class {
int A;
void method() {
int B;
}
}

Variable A is a member variable, because it is introduced at class level. Variable B is a
normal variable, because it is introduced inside a method. Variable A can be used in all
methods of the class, but variable B can be used only in the method, where it has been
declared in.
Variable always have to be defined before use. Note, that also other attributes are possible for
member variables than final. More about member variables can be found under the heading
Classes and instances.
Examples of variable definitions:
int i;
String name;
On the first row a simple int type variable by the name i is defined.
On the second row an object variable of the String class by the name name is defined.
Variables can be given initial value by definition:
int i = 0;
String name = new String("Ville");

On the first row a simple int type variable by the name i is defined and given the initial value
of 0.
On the second row an object variable of the String class by the name name is defined and
instantiated with the value ‘Ville’.
When using an object variable, it is first defined and then and instantiated. The above line of
code can be written also as follows:
String name;
name = new String("Ville");

// definition
// creation of instance

A variable can be assigned constants as value (numbers, text, characters, …) as above or the
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values of other variables of the same type, or references to other variables. When a variable
has once been introduced, its value can be changed at will.
Example:
// variableExample.java
// (c) Ville Rontti 2002
//
public class variableExample
{
public static void main(String args[])
{
// Defining variables of primary types
int age;
int x;
int height = 175;
char character;
// Defining an object variable
String name = new String();
// Using the variables
x = 15;
age = x;
height = height - 25;
name = "Ville"; // Note. String type variables accept
// strings between the "" characters
character = 'x';// Note. Char type variables accept
// characters between the '' characters
System.out.println("The
System.out.println("The
System.out.println("The
System.out.println("The

value
value
value
value

of
of
of
of

x is " + x);
age is " + age);
name is " + name);
height is " +

height);
System.out.println("The value of character is " +
character);
}
}

Note!
Because Java is a strongly typed programming language, variables cannot be assigned values
of wrong type. Automatic type conversions are possible, if the given value fits in the value
range of the variable.
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13.13 Operators
Next, we will present the operators that are used in Java. There’s an example program
depicting the use of every different type of operator.
13.13.1 Arithmetic operators
Table 13. Arithmetic operators.
+ Addition
- Subtraction
* Multiplication
/ Division
% Modulo
Example:

public class ArithmeticOperators {
public static void main(String args[]) {
int number = 15;
number = number + 12;
System.out.println("The number is " + number);
}
}

13.13.2 Extended assignment operators
Table 14. Extended assignment operators.
++ Add by one
-- Subtract by one
+= Add to number
-= Subtract from number
*= Multiply number by
/= Divide number by
Example:
public class extendedAssignmentOperators
{
public static void main(String args[])
{
int number = 15;
number-=5;
System.out.println("The number is " + number);
number++;
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System.out.println("The number is " + number);
}

}

13.13.3 Comparison operators
Table 15. Comparison operators.
== Equal
!= Not equal
> Greater than
< Smaller than
<= Smaller or equal
>= Greater or equal
Example:

public class ComparisonOperators {
public static void main(String args[]) {
int number = 15;
if (number > 10) {
System.out.println("Number greater than 10");
}
}
}

13.14 Logical Operators
Table 16. Logical operators.
!

NOT

&& AND
||

OR

Example:

public class LogicalOperators {
public static void main(String args[]) {
int number = 15;
if ((number > 0) && (number < 20)) {
System.out.println("The number is greater than
zero “ +
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“and less than twenty");
}
}

13.14.1 Precedence rules for operators
Table 17. Predence rules for operators.
() []
++ -- !
*/%
+< > <= >=
== !=
&&
||
= += -= *= /=
In many cases it is better to leave nothing to chance and use parentheses -- () – to denote
precedence.
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14 DATA STRUCTURES AND CONTAINERS
14.1 Arrays in Theory
Arrays are very commonly used in programming. Normally you store data in arrays. Array
calculation is common too. The following example shows how to store random numbers in an
array and print them to the console. The following program can be found on the CD-ROM by
the name ArrayDemo2.java.
class ArrayDemo2 {
public static void main(String[] args) {
int m = 3;
int n = 2;
int array[][] = new int[m][n];
// Values for array are given by using nested loops
for (int i = 0; i < m; i++) {
for (int j = 0; j < n; j++) {
// random value
array[i][j] = (int) (10 * Math.random());
}
}
for (int i = 0; i < m; i++) {
for (int j = 0; j < n; j++) {
System.out.print(array[i][j] + " ");
}
System.out.println();
}
// Another way to define and initialize an array:
int secondArray[][] = {{4,2}, {54,2}, {434,32}};
}
}

As you can see, defining and initializing an array is quite easy. First, you have to present the
array, in this case we will define an array called array and it’s type is int. Second, you have to
put some data to the array. We will put random numbers to our array. And last, we print the
results to the screen. The last line shows how to define and initialize the array in another way.
14.1.1 Calculating an array
Two arrays -- in this case array A and array B -- can be summed up only, if the arrays are of
the same order, which means that both arrays have same amount of rows and columns. The
sum of the arrays is the sum of the elements in the arrays. Arrays are of order m x n.
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ArrayC = A + B and cij = aij + bij where i = 1, .., m; j = 1, .., n
The following example shows how to sum up two arrays:
for (i = 0; i < m; i++) {
for (j = 0; j < n; j++) {
C[i][j] = A[i][j] + B[i][j];
}
}

A full example can be found on the CD-ROM by the name sumUp.java.
14.1.2 Container
As you can see in the following image, there are only three container components, Map, List
and Set and only two or three implementations of each one.

Picture 40. Container taxonomy (Bruce Eckel, Thinking in Java).
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14.2 Collection
Collection is a storage to hold information. Collection is quite simple to use, you add objects
to the collection by using the add method. The clear method clears the collection of all
objects. Searching for a certain object is quite easy, too. The contains method informs, if it
can find the object given in the argument from the container. The examples collection.java
and collection2.java show how to use containers.

14.3 List
A list is also very easy to use, the add method adds objects to the list, the get method gets the
object from the list and the iterator method can be used to go through the list. There are two
types of lists, ArrayList and LinkedList. List is an interface, ArrayList and LinkedList are
implemented versions of List.
14.3.1 Stack
Stack is referred to as a last-in, first-out (LIFO) container. Whatever you push on the stack
last is the first item you can pop out. The example stacklist.java demonstrates the use of a
stack.
14.3.2 Queue
Queue is a first-in, first-out (FIFO) container. You put things in at one end, and pull them out
at the other. Linked lists can be used to create a queue class like the example queuetest.java
shows.

14.4 Set
Set is like a collection, but behaves differently. A set refuses to hold more than one instance
of each object unlike a collection. HashSet and TreeSet are implemented versions of Set
(compare to List). Example setTest.java demonstrates how to use Set.

14.5 Map
ArrayList allows you to select from a sequence of objects using a number, Map allows you
to look up for objects using another object. The put method adds objects to the Map
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(arguments are the puttable object and a key value), and the get method produces the value
given the corresponding key. A Map can also be tested to see if it contains a key or a value
with the containsKey and the containsValue methods. The example mapTest.java
demontrates the use of Map. HashMap and TreeMap are implementations of the Map
interface.

14.6 Vector class
Vector is like an array, with a few exceptions. First, vector can grow and shrink. You can put
every kind of objects to the vector, where they are converted to type Object. When you take
the objects out of a vector, you have to cast them to correct type of object.
The following example shows how to define a Vector, and how to add and remove objects.
The example VectorDemo.java demonstrates the use of Vector more specifically.
Vector x = new Vector();
for (int k = 0; k < 10; k++) {
Integer p = new Integer((int) (10 * Math.random()));
x.insertElementAt(p, k);
}
for

(int k = 0; k < 10; k++) {
System.out.println(x.elementAt(k));

}

A vector does not need to specify it’s size. It grows and shrinks while you use it. Of course,
this will reduce the speed compared to a normal array, but other benefits will compensate for
the speed problem.

14.7 Linked list
In arrays the functionality of the data structure is based on indexes, with which different kinds
of information are separated from each other and which are used for fetching information
from the memory of the computer. A linked list is not based on indexes but links, that connect
the data saved in the linked list. When e.g. in an array all the data that the array contains is
saved explicitly, the linked list is filled with information about its starting item (node). In
every member node of the linked list there’s a link to the next node – and to the previous if
it’s a doubly linked list. A linked list can be traversed by following tha links from item to
item.
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14.7.1 Unidirectional linked list
A linked list can be unidirectional, with links only to the next node or doubly-linked, which
means that every item has links for both the next and the previous item.
The next example program clarifies:
// LinkedList.java
// (c) Ville Rontti 2002
//
public class LinkedList
{
private String node;
private LinkedList next;
public static void main(String args[])
{
LinkedList list = new LinkedList("Ville Rontti");
list.AddNode("Vilja Kilpivaara");
list.AddNode("Aapo Rontti");
list.AddNode("Cato Jensen");
list.printLinkedList();
}
public LinkedList()
{
next = null;
}
public LinkedList(String node)
{
LinkedList newNode = new LinkedList();
newNode.node = node;
next = newNode;
}
public void printLinkedList()
{
LinkedList temp = this.next;
while (temp != null)
{
System.out.println(temp.node);
temp = temp.next;
}
}
public void AddNode(String node)
{
LinkedList p = this.next;
LinkedList previous = this;
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while(p != null)
{
if (p.node.compareTo(node) >= 0)
{
break;
}
previous = p;
p = p.next;
}
LinkedList newNode = new LinkedList();
newNode.node = node;
newNode.next = p;
previous.next = newNode;
}
}

First we define a datanode of type String. (There can be more than one data items in a node
and theit types can be just what you want). Next, we define the link by the name next. This
newly defined variable points to next node in the list.
When creating a linked list using the first constructor method:
LinkedList list = new LinkedList();

the list points to null, or the list is empty.
When creating a linked list using the second constructor method – with a String parameter –
one datanode is added to the list. Thus we define a new instantiation of the LinkedList class:
LinkedList newNode = new LinkedList();

Add the constructor method parameter String node to it:
newNode.node = node;

and set the instance created in the main method to point to instance created in the constructor
method.
next = newNode;

Adding nodes to a linked list occurs by assigning a link to the next node
LinkedList p = this.next;
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and the previous linked list node.
LinkedList previous = this;

Then check if the next node is null. If so, we know that we are at the end of the linked list. If
next is not null, we check if the node to be added is in the right place alphabetically. If it is,
jump out of the while loop. If it is not, move on to study the next node.
When the right place is found for the node – or we are at the end of the list – we create a new
instance of the class LinkedList, set the node data, and assign the next node and previous
node for it.

14.8 Arrays in Real Life
Several variables of the same type can be collected in an array. Single variables of an array
are called items of the array. The type of the array can be a predefined Java type (eg. int, long,
double, String) or a class of your own.
14.8.1 Creating an array
An array is created with a definition of the following kind:
type[] array = new type[height]

E.g.:
int[] grades = new int[10];

In the example an array of ten items of type integer is being created. The array is an object
and its every item is of type int. The items of the array are referred to like
array[index_of_item].
Note! The index numbers of an array start at 0.
Eg. The first item of the array grades has an index of 0 and is referred to by array[0], the
second array[1] and the last (tenth) by array[9].
A clarifying example on array creation:
// arrayExample.java
// (c) Ville Rontti 2002
//
public class arrayExample {
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public static void main(String args[]) {
// Note! Braces [] can be either
// after type or after name of array to be created.
// Create an int type array by the name grades,
// and size of 10 items.
int[] grades = new int[10];
// Create an String type array by the name names,
// and size 5 items.
}

String names[] = new String[5];

}

In our example program, we define two arrays, of type int with ten items and of type String
with 5 items. The arrays are not used here and no data is assigned to the above arrays.
14.8.2 Using an array
Arrays are especially useful, when we have need for a lot of storage room for lots of data.
A clarifying example on array creation:
// usingArrays.java
// (c) Ville Rontti 2002
//
public class usingArrays {
public static void main(String args[]) {
// Note! In creating an array the brackets []
// can be posiotioned either after the type attribute
//
int[10]
// or after the name of the array variable.
//
grades[10]
// Create an array of type int by the name grades,
// which has 10 items.
int[] grades = new int[10];
// Create an array of type String by the name names,
// which has has 5 items.
String names[] = new String[5];
// Add data to the grades array
for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
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//
//
//
//

Add the index value + 1 to every item
of the grades array.
index value + 1 because the indexes start
at zero. Now we get values from 1 to 10.

grades[i] = (i + 1);
}
// Add names -In an array data
for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
//
//
//
//
//

Add characters from start of the alphabet
form A to E.
Ansi character 65 is A, 66 is B, and so on.
the (char) attribute casts the number as
a character. (Casts = converts)

names[i] = "Character: " + ((char) (65 + i));
}
// Prints out the grades array on the screen
for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
System.out.print(grades[i] + ", ");
}
// Prints out a line-feed
System.out.println();
// Prints out the names array on the screen
for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
System.out.println(names[i]);
}
}
}

In our example we create again an array of type int and an array of type String. We then add
data into the int array grades, number 1 as the first item and number 10 as the last item. Then
we add the text "Character“ and a letter as items to the String array names. The first item will
be ‘Character A’, the following ‘Character B’ and ‘Character E’ as the last. Then the data in
the grades and names arrays will be printed on the screen.

14.9 Vector
Vector is an array that expands and shrinks automatically when items are added or deleted
from it. With an array, you must know the amount of data to be inserted into the array. A
vector can be used more freely.
Vector can be populated by instances an only, instantiated object, that’s it. This means, that
you cannot insert number or variable of type int into a vector. Instead you must use an
instantiated Integer object or object variable.
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The following example shows how you can use a vector:
// Remember to insert the import statement in your program!
import java.util.vector;
Vector vector = new Vector();
vector.add(new String("Ville"));
vector.add(new Integer(25));
String data = (String)vector.get(0);
System.out.println("Name is " + data);
System.out.println("Age is " + vector.get(1));

In our example we define a Vector by the name vector. We add an instance of type String and
an instance of type Integer into the Vector.
Next, we read from the vector the first data item, which can be found at index 0. Because data
is always returned as an object, it must be converted, or cast, into the right type, String in this
case. Then the value will be assigned into a variable (or in practice, a reference will be
assigned into the data -variablean).
Next, print the value of data on the screen.
Finally, we get another data item instance out of the Vector), that is of type Integer, and print
its value out on the screen.

14.10 Linked list
In arrays the functionality of the data structure is based on indexes, with which different kinds
of information are separated from each other and which are used for fetching information
from the memory of the computer. A linked list is not based on indexes but links, that connect
the data saved in the linked list. When e.g. in an array all the data that the array contains is
saved explicitly, the linked list is filled with information about its starting item (node). In
every member node of the linked list there’s a link to the next node – and to the previous if
it’s a doubly linked list. A linked list can be traversed by following the links from item to itthe
above
14.10.1 Printing a unidirectional linked list
A linked list can be unidirectional, with links only to the next node or doubly-linked, which
means that every item has links for both the next and the previous item.
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The next example program clarifies:
// LinkedList.java
// (c) Ville Rontti 2002
//
public class LinkedList
{
private String node;
private LinkedList next;
public static void main(String args[])
{
LinkedList list = new LinkedList("Ville Rontti");
list.AddNode("Vilja Kilpivaara");
list.AddNode("Aapo Rontti");
list.AddNode("Cato Jensen");
list.printLinkedList();
}
public LinkedList()
{
next = null;
}
public LinkedList(String node)
{
LinkedList newNode = new LinkedList();
newNode.node = node;
next = newNode;
}
public void printLinkedList()
{
LinkedList temp = this.next;
while (temp != null)
{
System.out.println(temp.node);
temp = temp.next;
}
}
public void AddNode(String node)
{
LinkedList p = this.next;
LinkedList previous = this;
while(p != null)
{
if (p.node.compareTo(node) >= 0)
{
break;
}
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previous = p;
p = p.next;
}
LinkedList newNode = new LinkedList();
newNode.node = node;
newNode.next = p;
previous.next = newNode;
}
}

First we define a datanode of type String. (There can be more than one data items in a node
and theit types can be just what you want). Next, we define the link by the name next. This
newly defined variable points to next node in the list.
When creating a linked list using the first constructor method:
LinkedList list = new LinkedList();

the list points to null, or the list is empty.
When creating a linked list using the second constructor method – with a String parameter –
one datanode is added to the list. Thus we define a new instantiation of the LinkedList class:
LinkedList newNode = new LinkedList();

Add the constructor method parameter String node to it:
newNode.node = node;

And set the instance created in the main method to point to instance created in the constructor
method.
next = newNode;

Adding nodes to a linked list occurs by assigning a link to the next node
LinkedList p = this.next;

and the previous linked list node.
LinkedList previous = this;

Then check if the next node is null. If so, we know that we are at the end of the linked list. If
next is not null, we check if the node to be added is in the right place alphabetically. If it is,
jump out of the while loop. If it is not, move on to study the next node.
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When the right place is found for the node – or we are at the end of the list – we create a new
instance of the class LinkedList, set the node data, and assign the next node and previous node
for it.

14.11 Reserved words
The Java language has words that have been reserved for the Java compiler for its purposes
and that cannot be used for other purposes, as names for variables, classes or methods.
Table 18. Reserved words.
abstract

boolean

break

byte

case

char

class

const

continue

default do

double

else

extends

final

finally

for

goto

if

implements import

instanceof

int

interface

long

native

new

package

private

protected public

return

short

static

super

switch

synchronized this

throw

throws

void

while

transient try

volatile

catch

float

In addition there are the so-called literal constants, or words that have been declared to
describe the value of some constant value, e.g. true and false.

14.12 Comments and documentation
There are two type of comments in Java:
/* This is a comment
this comment continues on next line
the comment ends here */
// This is called a one-line comment

14.13 Exercise
When do you have to use data members of primitive types (int instead of Integer, etc.)? The
following example is easy to understand:
int x = 5;
int y = 2;
System.out.println(“x: “ + x + “ and y: “ + y);
x = y;
System.out.println(“x: “ + x + “ and y: “ + y);
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y = 99;
System.out.println(“x: “ + x + “ and y: “ + y);

// This prints: x: 2 and y: 99

OK, first we create two variables with values 5 and 2 and print them out. The result is quite
obvious. Next we copy the contents of variable y into variable x, which means that x’s value
is now 2 and y’s value is also 2. Next we change the value of variable y to 99 and print the
result out. Setting variable y doesn’t effect variable x.
Things will change, when we use objects. Then we are not copying contents, but we are
copying references! This must be remembered when passing objects as arguments.

Picture 31. Example of object copying.
After copying (x1 = x2), both objects are pointing to the same place! Example Exercise.java
demonstrates the situation.
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14.14 Casting
Sometimes you need to, for example, put the contents of an integer variable to a double
variable. Doing that in a straight assignment statement causes an error. How can you change
the type of an integer to double then? For that purpose we can use the casting method, which
simply means that we put the desired data type inside parentheses to the left side of any value:
int i = 21;
double d = 0;
d = (double)i;
d = (double)123;

// variable i
// variable d
// inserting variable i’s content to variable d
// inserting value 123 to variable d

Of course, casting cannot be done at random, but you’ll learn to use casting by using it.
Exercise 10.
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15 EXECUTION CONTROL BY CONDITIONAL STATEMENTS
Java has the if-else, while, do-while, for and switch execution control statements. All
conditional statements use the truth-value of a conditional expression to determine the
execution path.

15.1 if-else
The most common control structure is the if conditional statement. This control structure can
control the execution of a program according to the given conditions.
if (condition 1)
statement
statement
statement

{
1;
1;
1;

} else if (condition 2) {
statement 2;
} else if (condition n) {
statement n;
} else {
statement n+1;
}

The if statement must always be started with the word ‘if’. After that, there must be at least
one conditional statement inside parentheses. After the conditional statement there can be an
executable statement or at least comment statement. If there is just one statement after the
condition, it can be written without braces {}. If there are more than one executable
statements, they must be put inside braces {} as the example shows.
Programmers, however, always tend to do thing the same way, and use braces no matter what. If there should
ever arise the need to add another line of code, the braces would be ready. Usually the programmer writes both
braces at the same time, to avoid mistakes.

After the if statement there need not be any other conditional statements -- else if or else.
If you want to use another conditional statement, use the else if structure. The else if
statement must always be preceded by an if statement. Note, that the else if statement must
include a condition inside parentehes! At the end, it is possible to add an else statement,
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Which Does not need a condition. The else branch will be executed when no earlier if or else
if statements have not been executed.

15.2 Conditions
Condition is a statement, that returns either true or false. As an example of such a condition
could be the next conditional statement:
int age = 15;
if (age < 10) {
}
In the example the variable age of type int, gets 15 as its value. The if statement on the next
line checks if the age value is less than ten. As the value of age is 15, the conditional
statement returns false as its value.

15.3 Combining conditions
Conditions can be combined with each other. The combination happens usually with the AND
-- && -- and OR -- || -- operators.
Logical AND (&&)
A combined AND condition is true, when all the constituent conditions of the the combined
statement are true.
Condition example:
((length > 150) && (length < 200) && (age > 20)) is true only if all the constituent
conditions are true. In practice this means, that when length is between 150 and 200 and age is
over 20, the combined condition is true. If even one of the constituent conditions is false, the
combined conditional statement is false.
Logical OR ( | | )
A combined OR condition is true, if even one of the constituent conditions of the the
combined statement is true.
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Example condition:
((height > 150) || (height < 200) || (age > 20)) is true when one of the conditions of the
combination is true. In practice the above combination is always true: if length is not more
than 150, then it certainly must be under 200, whatever the age is. If not even one of the
conditions is true, then the combined statement is false.
When you combine conditions with OR and AND, be careful to use parentheses with care: it
is indeed very easy to get a result that was not what you wanted.

15.4 Example of using an if conditional statement
Conditional statements are used for controlling program execution. With their help, different
blocks of program code can be executed based on the data to be processed or some other
controlling factors. In the example below, the variable age is being observed, and different
actions are executed depending if the age is over 65 or not. If the age is equal to or greater
than 65, the text "Retirement age" will be printed, otherwise the method work will be called.
// ConditionalStatement.java
// (c) Ville Rontti 2002
//
public class ConditionalStatement {
public static void main(String args[]) {
int age;
age = 53;
if (age >= 65) {
System.out.println("Retirement age");
} else {
work();
}
}
private static void work() {
System.out.println("Work, not yet time to retire!");
}
}

In the previous example we defined the variable age of type int with the statement: int age;.
Next we set the value of the variable age to 65. After that we check if, the value of age is
equal or greater than 65. If that is the case, we print out: "Retirement age". Otherwise we tell
the program to call the method work. As can be seen in the example, a program can choose
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only one of the conditionally selectable statements. Because value of the variable age is 53,
we know, that the program will execute the else statement block, i.e. calls the work method.

15.5 Embedded Conditional statements, several conditions
Conditional statements can be placed within conditional statements. In addition there can be
multiple conditions in a conditional statement. The following example will make the situation
clearer:
// Embedded.java
// (c) Ville Rontti 2002
//
public class Embedded
{
public static void main(String args[])
{
int weight = 55;
double height = 1.63;
int age = 19;
double weightIndex = 0;
weightIndex = weight / (height * height);
System.out.println("Your weight index is " + weightIndex);
// Teen age 15-20
if ((age >= 15) && (age <= 20))
{
if ((weightIndex >= 18) && (weightIndex <= 23)) {
System.out.println(
"You are a teenager of normal weight");
} else {
System.out.println("Watch your weight teen");
}
}
else if (age < 15) {
System.out.println("You are underaged!");
} else {
// Other age
if ((weightIndex > 20) && (weightIndex <= 24.9)) {
System.out.println(
"You are of normal weight");
} else {
System.out.println("Watch your weight");
}
}
}
}

In the example program we define variables
int weight = 55;
double height = 1.63;
int age = 19;
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double weightIndex = 0;

into which weight (55 kilos), height (1.63 metres), age (19 years) and weight index, which is
initialized with the initial value (0).
Next we calculate the weight index (weightIndex = weight / (height * height);). The result is
placed in the variable weightIndex.
Next, the program will execute one of three branches according to the age the user has input
into the variable age. If the age is equal or greater than 15 years and less or equal to 20 years,
the program executes the first branch. Otherwise we will end up to the next condition.
The next branch will execute if the age is under 15 years, printing the text "You are
underaged!". If the age is more than 20 years, the program will execute the else branch.
Within the first and last conditional branches there are other condition statement structures,
that branch, according to the normality of the weight index. Teenagers and adults are dealt
with separately, because they have differing limits for the weight index.
Example ifelse.java shows different variations of using if-else conditional.

15.6 Conditional assignment
In a conditional assignment statement the first statement will be executed if the condition is
true. If the condition is not true, the second statement will be executed.
In practice it means that according to the truefulness of the condition one or the other of the
assignment statements will be chosen for execution.
Condition ? statement 1 : statement 2
Conditional assignment example:
// ConditionalAssignment.java
// (c) Ville Rontti 2002
//
public class ConditionalAssignment {
public static void main (String args[]) {
int age = 15;
String description = new String();
description = (age < 10) ? "Age less than 10"
: "Age equal or more than 10";
System.out.println(description);
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}
}

In our example we define a variable of type int by the name age, into which we assign the
value 15, and a String type object by the name description, that we define empty.
Next we execute a conditional assignment , or check if the age is less than 10. If the statement
is true, we assign the first value into the variable description, otherwise the second value will
be assigned to the variable.
On the last line, we print the value of the variable description to the console window.

15.7 while
The while statement is used for looping. A statement repeats until the controlling Boolean-

expression evaluates to false.
while (Boolean-expression)
statement
The example whileloop.java shows how to use the while conditional.

15.8 do-while
The only difference between while and do-while is that statements inside a do-while loop are
executed at least once, even if the expression evaluates to false the first time. In a while loop,
if the conditional is false when entering the while loop, the statement never executes!
do
statement;
while (Boolean-expression)
The example dowhileloop.java demonstrates how to use the do-while conditional statement.

15.9 for
A for loop is usually user for counting tasks.
for (initialization; Boolean-expression; step)
statement;
Initialization means that before the for loop is executed, we have to do some initialization,
after that we perform conditional testing, and the end of each iteration, some form of
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incrementing to the variable in the conditional expression. The example below shows how to
use a for loop:
for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
System.out.println(i);
}

What we are doing on those two lines? First, we create variable i of type integer, and it’s
value is set to zero. Then we compare the value of variable i to the condition. OK, it’s less
than ten, so we execute the statement and add the value of i by one (increment). The
incrementing is executed after each loop.
The example forloop.java demonstrates the use of the for conditional.

15.10 break and continue
Sometimes we need to break out from a loop. The break quits the loop without executing the
rest of the statements in the loop. The continue stops the execution of the current iteration and
goes back to the beginning of the loop to begin the next iteration (iteration means repeated
execution of statements).
for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
if (i == 2) {
continue;
}

// on number two we’ll jump to the beginning

if (i > 7) {
break;
}

// if i is greater than 7, leave the loop

System.out.println(i);

// otherwise we print out the value

}

When this for loop is executed, it prints out the numbers from zero to seven. After that it
breaks out of the loop, because the Boolean-expression (i > 7) is true. When i = 2, we’ll jump
to the beginning of the for loop without doing any printing.
Example breakAndContinue.java demontrates the use of the break and continue keywords.
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15.11 switch
The switch is a selection statement. The switch statement selects from among blocks of code
based on the value of an integral expression (integer or character). If we look at the following
example, we can see that if the value of variable x is number one or two, the corresponding
line is printed. But if the number is three, four or five, we don’t have a break command to
stop the flow, so next place to stop is case 5 where we print out some text. And if the number
is not in the range from one to five, the default statement is executed.
switch (x) {
case 1 : System.out.println(“You selected a number 1”); break;
case 2 : System.out.println(“You selected a number 2”); break;
case 3 ;
case 4 ;
case 5 : System.out.println(“You selected a number 3, 4 or 5”); break;
default : System.out.println(“You selected a number different from 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5”);
}
The x is an integral-selector having an integral value (for example, int or char). The switch
compares the result of the integral-selector to each integral-value. If a match is found, the
corresponding statement is executed. If no match is found, the default statement is executed.
The break statement is optional, but if it’s missing, the code for the following case statements
executes until a break is encountered!
The example testSwitch demonstrates the use of the switch conditional.
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15.12 Initialization and cleanup
When an object is created, Java automatically runs the initialization code for the class. This
initialization code is called the constructor. A constructor is a method whose name is the
same as the name of the class (the names must match exactly). Later, when we are not using
an object anymore, Java releases the memory and resources that the object has used,
automatically. Using a constructor is how it is guaranteed, that the objects will be properly
initialized before you start to use them.
public class constructorTest {
public static void main (String[] args {
// Creating object from testingConstructor class.
new testingConstructor();
}
}
class testingConstructor {
// Constructor of testingConstructor class
public testingConstructor() {
System.out.println(“Initialization is done now!”);
}
}

Of course, a constructor can have arguments to specify how an object should be initialized.
You can have several constructors in the same class with different arguments. This is called

method overloading. Overloading can be used with any other methods, too, not only
constructors. A constructor without arguments is called the default constructor.
But how does Java recognize what constructor method will be called, then? It’s simple; each
overloaded method must take a unique list of argument types.
Class testingConstructor {
// Overloaded constructor
public testingConstructor() {
System.out.println(“Initializing by constructor one!”);
}
public testingConstructor(String s) {
System.out.println(“Init by constructor two, arg: ” + s);
}
// Overloaded method
public void doSomething() {
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System.out.println(“Method overloading, method 1”);
}
public void doSomething(String s) {
System.out.println(“Method overloading, method 2 arg:” +
s);
}
}

Note! Constructors do not have a return value, not even a void return value.
Example constructorTestTwo.java demonstrates the use of constructors and method
overriding.
15.12.1 Finalization and garbage collection
Java’s garbage collection can release memory that has been allocated by using the new
keyword. Sometimes you need to release special memory of objects, that has not been
allocated with the new keyword. You can do that by using the finalize keyword. Garbage
collection itself is done automatically, when object is not used anymore.
class finalizeTest{
String s;
public finalizeTest(String file) {
// Opening the file…. This resource can’t be released by
//
garbage collection
s = new String(“something”);
}

// this resource can be released
// by gc.

public void doSomethingWitFile() {
// Do something with file
}
public void finalize() {

}

//
//
//
//

// This is a finalizer method

Closing the file here.. Without finalize method it could
cause problems.
Strings don’t need to be finalized because automatic garbage
releases the memory it has allocated automatically!

}

Garbage collection can be executed by using the System.cg() line. Finalizers can be executed
by using the System.runFinalization() line of code.
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15.13 this
The keyword this is your reference to the current object. When do you need the this keyword
then? For example, when you have the same variable names in a class and in a method
parameter (this is called ambiguity), or you need to return a reference to the current object.
class thisTest {
int nameConflict;
public thisTest(int nameConflict) {
this.nameConflict = nameConflict;
}
}
15.13.1 Calling a constructor from other constructors
Sometimes you need to call one constructor from another. This can be done by using this
keyword. Giving an argumentlist to the this keyword, makes an explicit call to the constructor
that matches that argument list.
Note! You can call the other constructor only once! And you can’t call a constructor
from outside a constructor method.
public class constructorTest {
public static void main(String[] args) {
Test x = new Test();
x.print();
}
}
class Test {
int i = 0;
String s = new String(“null”);
public Test(int i) {
this.i = i;
System.out.println(“Constructor with argument i = ” + i);
}
public Test(String s) {
this.s = s;
System.out.println(“Constructor with argument s = ” + s);
}
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public Test(int i, string s) {
this(i);
// this(s);
// Can’t do that, only one call to other
// constructor allowed!!!
this.s = s;
System.out.println(“Constructor with i = “ + i +
“, s = “ + s);
}
public Test()
// Default constructor {
this(0,”empty”);
System.out.println(“Default constructor without args!”);
}
public void print() {
// this(3);
// You can’t call a constructor from
// inside a non-constructor method!
System.out.println(“ i = ” + i + “, s = ” + s);
}
}

Example thisKeyWord.java demonstrates the use of the this keyword and calling one
constructor from another.
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15.14 Errors and exceptions
It is said that every sixth line of source code has some kind of bug! That’s why error handling
and stability are very important terms in programming.
15.14.1 Exceptions
In Java, runtime malfunctions are divided in two kinds, errors and exceptions. An error is a
serious malfunction and in most cases it is better, that errors can crash the program. An
exception is a not so serious malfunction, that can be and should be caught. Like an error, an
exception is an object that is thrown from the point of the malfunction and can be caught by
an exception handler. Catching exceptions gives us to the possibility to recover from bad
situations, instead of just exiting programs. Here are a few pointers about exceptions:

•

bugs -- errors in source code -- can be found easier because exceptions will help us to
find the place where an error or exception occurs

•

programmers can choose how to handle the error or exception

•

improved readability of source code

Java has a lot of defined exceptions and you can even define more. If you do not catch the
error, the error text will print to the console like: “Exception in thread "main"
java.lang.ArithmeticException: / by zero at ExceptionDemo.main(ExceptionDemo.java:13)”.
This means that in the method main an arithmetic exception has occurred and, more exactly,
this exception is caused by dividing a numeric value by zero. The command that has caused
this exception is on line 13.
15.14.2 Reacting to exceptions
A programmer can choose the best thing to do when an error or exception occurs. First, errors
can be just ignored -- maybe a not so good solution. A second option is to handle the error or
exception where it occurs. A third option is to handle the errors or exceptions somewhere else
in the program. For example, if our program needs to save some information into a file, we
can not continue running our program if the file can not be opened! On the other hand, if our
program tries to save some unnecessary information (like window positions, etc.) to a file and
this call fails, we can continue to run our program with no scruples.
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15.14.3 Catching the exceptions
Exceptions can be caught by a try block. Inside the try block you put the code that can cause
an exception, which must be caught. Then you can have one or more catch blocks, where you
put your error recovery code. And finally you can have a finally block which is executed
every time, whether or not an error occurs. It is not necessary to have a finally block
15.14.4 Exception propagating
Sometimes you do not want to catch the exception where it happened. Maybe you want to
have one place, where all exceptions are handled. This is called exception propagation. If
Java can not find a try-catch block, execution is transferred to the place where this method
was called and so on, until a suitable try-catch block is found. If we are in the main method,
the program execution will be ended. Sometimes it is the best choice to end the execution of
the program, especially if something, that is needed later on elsewhere in the program, can not
be done. The method printStackTrace() prints the error trace. The method getMessage() gives
the error message.
15.14.5 Checked and unchecked
You may wonder, that sometimes you need to have try-catch block and sometimes not. This
is called having checked and unchecked exceptions. Checked exceptions are catched or
throwed forward, unchecked exceptions can or should be catched, but this is not necessary.
Example exceptions.java shows how to use exceptions in Java.
15.14.6 Your own exceptions
In normal cases Java’s exceptions are enough. Sometimes you may need to have your own
exceptions. This situation can occur when you need to know, if something happens during the
execution of your own class constructors. Because a constructor method does not have a
return value to inform about errors, you need to use exceptions. When a constructor throws an
exception, the object is not instantiated.
The example OwnException.java demonstrates the use of self defined exceptions.
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15.15 Multithreading
Multithreading means handling more than one task at a time, like reading the contents of a file
to memory and playing music at the same time. Those parallelly running program units are
called threads. The general concept of using threads is called multithreading. There is one big
problem regarding multitasking, shared resources. Think about having two or more threads
running at the same time and trying to access the same resources like a database, then we have
a problem. We must lock the the resource when using it, to prevent other threads from using it
at the same time. This is accomplished with the synchronized keyword in code.
15.15.1 Extending Thread -class
The simplest way to create a thread is to inherit from class Thread. The most important
method for Thread is run(), which you must override. The start() method in the Thread
class performs special initialization for the thread and then calls run(). The following
example shows what you need to get multithreading work:
import java.lang.Thread;
public class multithreading
{
public static void main(String[] args)
{
TaskOne t1 = new TaskOne();
t1.start();
TaskTwo t2 = new TaskTwo();
t2.start();
}
}
class TaskOne extends Thread
{
public void run()
{
while(true)
{
int x = 0;
System.out.println("Task one: " + x);
x++;
}
}
}
class TaskTwo extends Thread
{
public void run()
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{
while(true)
{
int x = 0;
System.out.println("Task two: " + x);
x++;
}
}
}

The example multithreading.java shows how to use multithreading in Java.
15.15.2 Implementing Runnable –interface
Another way to use threads is to implement the Runnable –interface. The example
RunnableInterface.java demonstrates this way to use threads.
15.15.3 Syncronization
For example, bank account handling needs syncronization. Think about the situation, when
two different transactions are executed at the same time. It can -- the in worst case -- corrupt
the real account balance. This can be avoided by using syncronization. It simply means that
when one thread is doing a money transaction, other threads have to wait until the first thread
has completed it’s job. The BankAccount.java example can cause the situation, that the bank
account balance is corrupted. This can be avoided by using the syncronization keyword as
shown in the example syncronization.java.

15.16 Calendar
A good example of the use of the Calendar class, is a monthly calendar. It is very popular to
have a calendar on the refrigerator door. But how to make such a calendar? An example
ownCalendar.java shows how to use the methods of the Calendar class to produce a monthly
calendar.
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16 COMMAND LINE AND COMMAND WINDOW
16.1 Using command line parameters
When starting Java programs, you can start them using command line parameters. You can try
the use of command line parameters for example, by starting the Notepad from the Run dialog
on the Start menu. Just enter: notepad test.txt. The Notepad program will start, and as it
starts it will try to open the file test.txt. If the file does not exist, Notepad will create a new file
with that name.
The parameters entered for a Java program are available for the main method. Maybe you
remember the main method definition:
public static void main(String args[]) {
}

The parameters come in as a String array called args.
16.1.1 Starting a Java program with command line parameters
The command line parameters are entered when starting a Java program. If you start a Java
program from the TextPad program, the parameter must be entered on a separate form, that
opens when the program starts. The form will be opened, when you check the Run Java
Application Prompt for parameters choice that is found in the Tools menu on the Preferences
form found under the Configure menu. The startup parameters are input separated with space
characters. If you want spaces inside one parameter, put the parameters between "" characters.
An example:
programame parameter1 "parameter2 with spaces " parameter3
16.1.2 Using command line parameters
The startup parameters can be found in a String array by the name args. The following
example program processes the array and prints out all the parameters.
public class StartupParameters
{
public static void main(String args[])
{
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for (int i = 0; i < args.length; i++)
System.out.println((i + 1) + ". parameter: '" +
args[i] + "'.");
}
}

16.2 Reading input from the user
Often it is very useful to read user input (from the keyboard). User input reading can be
executed by using the System.in class. The problem is that the System.in class is very
rudimentary, the read would have to be executed one character at a time.
Because of this we wrap the System.in class in an instance of the InputStreamReader class, so
we get available the more advanced InputStreamReader class methods in addition to the
System.in methods. When we wrap this to the buffered BufferedReader class, we have
buffering available, too.
A clarifying example:
// We define variables
String data;
// Wrapping System.in with InputStreamReader
InputStreamReader isr = new InputStreamReader(System.in);
// Wrapping InputStreamReader with BufferedReader
BufferedReader stdin = new BufferedReader(isr);
// Reading input from the user (keyboard reading)
System.out.print("Write your name: ");
data = stdin.readLine();
// Print out the user input (name) on the screen
System.out.println("Hello " + data + ".");

First we define a String type variable by the name data. Next, we wrap the System.in class
with the instance of InputStreamReader class by the name isr. This instance is wrapped with a
BufferedReader instance by the name stdin. Now we can read from the user input.
First, we write the text ‘Write your name: ‘ on the screen, so the user knows, that he or she
must start writing text. On the followinglla line we call the stdin instance readLine method, in
order to read one ,line of data.
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When the user presses the Enter key, all the characters will be assigned to the data variable.
Finally, print the text ‘Hello ‘ and the user written name and the ‘.’ character on the screen.

16.3 Data conversion
The input from the user is always of type String, be it numbers, letters or special characters.
To convert data to numeric data types, we must use the following methods:

•

String data to data of type int: Integer.parseInt(data);

•

String data to data of type double: Double.parseDouble(data);

The following program will clarify the situation:
// DataConversion.java
// (c) Ville Rontti 2002
//
public class DataConversion {
public static void main(String args[]) {
String data1 = "12345";
String data2 = "45.95";
int number1 = 0;
double number2 = 0;
// Convert the data of type String into type int
number1 = Integer.parseInt(data1);
// Convert the data of type String into type double
number2 = Double.parseDouble(data2);
// Print out the values input
System.out.println("Number 1 = " + number1 +
", number 2 = " + number2 + ".");
}
}

In our example, we define two variables of type String, that are initialized with numeric data.
This depicts a situation where the user has input numeric data, prompted by us. The next we
convert the data of type String into type int by using the Integer.parseInt method.
After that we convert the data of type String to type double by using the method
Double.parseDouble.
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In the the next example we we ask the user to write his age, we convert the age to type double
and print data on the screen:
// NumericConversion.java
// (c) Ville Rontti 2002
//
import java.io.*;
public class NumericConversion {
public static void main(String args[]) throws IOException {
String input = new String();
double age = 0;
BufferedReader bfr = new BufferedReader(new
InputStreamReader(System.in));
System.out.println("Write your age and press the ENTER
key: ");
// Reading input from the user
input = bfr.readLine();
// Convert the age of type String to type double
age = Double.parseDouble(input);
// Print out the data
System.out.println("Your age is " + age + " years.");
}
}

In our example, we define a String type object variable by the name input and a double type
variable by the name age.
Next, we wrap the System.in class inside an InputStreamReader instance and that inside a
BufferedReader instance.
Next, we print the text ‘Write your name and press the ENTER key.‘ to the user. Then we
read one line of text from the user, which we put into the input variable. After that, the
contents of the variable input is tried to convert to type double. If the user tries to input
something else than numeric input, the execution of the program will end in an error. Finally,
we print the age input by the user on the screen.
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17 FILES
Data can be saved in files and used later. In Java we need the io class for file handling -input, output, printing, and so on -- that are available after the following inmport statement:
import java.io.*;.

17.1 File writing, file reading
File writing can be executed by using e.g. the FileWriter class, which we instantiate. When
creating an instance the constructor method is given as parameter the file name, which we
want to write data in.
The FileWriter class instance is wrapped in a BufferedWriter instance. So we inherit buffering
and the FileWriter class actions. Buffering speeds up file handling remarkably. The
BufferedWriter instance is wrapped yet in the PrintWriter object instance, so we obtained the
features of the two above classes and a chance to write the file a row at a time.
The next example executes the above instatiations and writes one row of data to the file by
the name ‘file.txt’:
FileWriter fw = new FileWriter("file.txt");
BufferedWriter bw = new BufferedWriter(fw);
PrintWriter pw = new PrintWriter(bw);
pw.println("Writing a row of data into the file.");
pw.close();

A working example:
// iodemo.java
// (c) Ville Rontti 2002
//
import java.io.*;
public class iodemo {
// Possible IO -Errors are thrown away, or we don’t use
// the try-catch-finally structure.
public static void main(String[] args) throws IOException {
// We define variables
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String data;
// Wrapping System.in into InputStreamReader
InputStreamReader isr = new
InputStreamReader(System.in);
// Wrapping InputStreamReader into BufferedReader
BufferedReader stdin = new BufferedReader(isr);
// Reading input from the user (keyboard)
System.out.print("Write your name: ");
data = stdin.readLine();
// These make possible saving of data into "file.txt"
// Wrapping again classes in classes, ...
FileWriter fw = new FileWriter("file.txt");
BufferedWriter bw = new BufferedWriter(fw);
PrintWriter pw = new PrintWriter(bw);
// Saving the read data (user name) into file
pw.println(data);
// Closing the file
pw.close();
// Emptying the data variable
data = "";
// Wrapping classes again.
FileReader fr = new FileReader("file.txt");
BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(fr);
// Reading one row of data from file
data = in.readLine();
// Is printed out the read data on the screen
System.out.println("Hello " + data + ".");
// Closing file
in.close();
}
}

In our example we read keyboard input from the user; we ask the user to write his or her
name. The input data, name, is saved into a file by the name ‘file.txt’. Next we open the file,
read one line from it – the name just saved -- and print it on the screen.
File reading does not much differ from writing files. In file reading we use an instance of the
FileReader class. In constructing the instance it is given the name of the file to open as
parameter. Next, the FileReader instance is wrapped into a BufferedReader instance.
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An Example of this:
// Create instance of the FileReader class, giving "file.txt"
// (file name) as parameter for the constructor method.
FileReader fr = new FileReader("file.txt");
// FileReader instance wrapped into BufferedReader instance
// Thus we get buffering, to speed up and ease file reading.
BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(fr);

17.2 Exceptions and error statements in file handling
Exceptions and error statements are familiar to everyone who has ever programmed, however
little . In Java error statements are called exceptions. An exception occurs, when a program
can not – because of an unavoidable technical reason – can not continue execution. This kind
of situation can happen very easily in input and output functions. E.g. the format of user input
can be such that it cannot be processed, or the printer is not available – has no paper, has a
paper jam or is switched off.
If an exception is not handled, program execution will end, or the program crashes. See for
additional information on exceptions at the section Exceptions.
In executing some actions, exceptions need not be worried about, or handled. When using
arrays, exceptions can occur, but it does not need to be taken into consideration, when writing
program code. In important actions, as in file handling, exceptions have to be considered even
when writing program code. Java will not compile program code that does not handle
exeptions.
In file handling, exceptions can be handled either by adding the text throws IOException
after the method heading of the method, where files are being handled or by enclosing the
program code block that handles files inside a try-catch-finally block.
The following example code shows both ways of handling exeptions:
// FileExceptionHandling.java
// (c) Ville Rontti 2002
//
import java.io.*;
public class FileExceptionHandling {
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//
//
//
//

Because the makeFile() method throws the possible
IOException outside, the same exception must be handled
in the calling method (in this case the main method).
We add the throws IOException definition into the heading.

public static void main(String args[]) throws IOException {
makeFile();
readFile();
}
// Possible IO Errors are thrown away, or we don’t use
// exception handling (try-catch-finally).
private static void makeFile() throws IOException {
// Variable definitions
String data;
// Wrapping System.in in an InputStreamReader
InputStreamReader isr = new
InputStreamReader(System.in);
// Wrapping InputStreamReader into BufferedReader
BufferedReader stdin = new BufferedReader(isr);
// Reading input from the user (keyboard read)
System.out.print("Write your name: ");
data = stdin.readLine();
// Making possible data saving into " test.txt"
// Wrapping again classes in classes...
FileWriter fw = new FileWriter("test.txt");
BufferedWriter bw = new BufferedWriter(fw);
PrintWriter pw = new PrintWriter(bw);
// Saving the read data (user name) into file
pw.println(data);

}

// Closing file
pw.close();

// Possible IO -Errors handled inside the method
// in the try-catch-finally block
private static void readFile() {
// Variable definitions
String data = "";
try {
// Wrapping classes again.
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FileReader fr = new FileReader("test.txt");
BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(fr);
// Reading one row of data from file
data = in.readLine();
// Closing file
in.close();
}
catch (IOException e) {
System.out.println("Error in file handling: "
+ e);
}
finally {
// The read data is printed out on the screen
System.out.println("Hello " + data + ".");
}
}
}

In the main method of the program, we have two method calls, makeFile and readFile. The
first method asks for the user name and saves it in a file. The other method reads one line
from the file and prints it out on the screen.
If the makeFile method gets into an error situation, the exception is not handled, but it is
thrown outside, in this case to the main method. That’s why the main method has to have
exception handling. Here it is thrown outside the main method. As main is on the topmost
level in the program, program execution will end, if the main method receives on exception.
The readFile method handles possible exceptional situations by putting the critical code
inside a try-catch-finally block. If an exception occurs, the catch block will be executed.
Exception or not, the finally block executes the program code inside the finally block.
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18 GRAPHICAL INTERFACE
Graphics can be made by using the AWT or Swing programming models. AWT is old and
awkward, that’s why we will use the Swing model instead in our programs. If you need to use
AWT -- for example if you have to support old code or you have browser limitations
(applets) -- you can find more information about AWT from the JDK documents. As you
remember, applets are little programs, that run inside a web browser. They are limited,
because they must be safe. This document does not handle applets, only applications!
Applications are full programs, they do not work in a web browser.

18.1 Window
Our first mission was to create a graphical program. And graphical program needs a window
to satisfy our needs. The window component can be found from the JFrame class. The
following example creates a simple window to the screen:
import javax.swing.*;
public class Window
{
public static void main(String[] args)
{
JFrame window = new JFrame();
window.show();
}
}

As you can see on the picture 32, our main problem is the size of the window. Second, the
window has no name. Next, we have to add a little more code to enlarge the window and give
a name to it. And it would be nice to get the window to the center of the screen.

Picture 32. Basic window, with creation code to the left of the window.
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public class Window
{
public static void main(String[] args)
{
JFrame window = new JFrame();
window.setSize(320,200);
window.setLocation(352, 284); // We assume that
// screen size is 1024*768
window.setTitle(“Testing the JFrame class!”);
window.show();
}
}

We have three lines more code now, the first line of code window.setSize(320,200)
sets the size of the window. Now the window is 320 pixels wide and 200 pixels high. A pixel
is one dot on the screen. The next line window.setLocation(352, 284) locates the
window to center of the screen -- if screen size is 1024 * 768 pixels. You can calculate on
your own what should the numbers be if the screen size is 1280 * 1024 pixels. The last new
line sets the title of the window.
Now we know how to create a window. The program needs something more than a window to
be useful. That’s why we have to add a couple of elements to the window such as buttons and
labels.

18.2 Buttons
A button is a simple element. It is some kind of a box that can be clicked using the mouse. In
the following example, we will add two buttons to the earlier example:
import javax.swing.*;
import java.aw.*;
// Needed because of ContentPane
public class Window {
public static void main(String[] args) {
JFrame window = new JFrame();
window.setSize(320,200);
window.setLocation(352, 284); // We assume that
// screen size is 1024*768
window.setTitle(“Testing JFrame class!”);
// A reference to the painting area of the window
Container contentPane = window.getContentPane();
// The layout how elements are placed on the window.
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contentPane.setLayout(new FlowLayout());
// We add a button to the window (without a handle).
contentPane.add(new JButton("Button 1"));
// A second button with a handle to it.
JButton button2 = new JButton("Button 2");
// And we add the button 2 to the window.
contentPane.add(button2);
window.show();
}
}

This code produces the window shown in picture 27. Let’s look the new lines what we have
got now. The line Container contentPane = window.getContentPane() is quite simple, a
container object is a component that can contain other components. When we add or remove
objects in a container, they are added or removed from the window.
The layout defines how the components are placed on the window. In other words the layout
manager -- as it is called officially -- is the way that the pane decides where to place the
control on the window. There other layout models too like GridLayout, ScrollPaneLayout,
etc. that can be found on JDK documentation.
When we have defined those two things, we can start to add buttons to the window. The first
button is added just by creating it directly, without any handle to it. Next button is created
with handle which allows us to do something with it on later examples. When the button is
created, it can be added to the window just calling add method of Container object. Same
thing can be done The following way: window.getContentPane().add(button1);.
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Picture 33. Two buttons.

18.3 Text field
TextField is a one line text box. You can use it to display some information or it can be used
as an input field -- for example to get a user’s name and password. Next, we’ll add a text field
element to the code. It can be done by adding the following lines to the code before the

window.show() line:
// Now we'll create a text field
JTextField textField = new JTextField(10);
// Now we'll add text field to the window
contentPane.add(textField);

18.4 TextArea
TextArea is almost the same as a textfield, except that it can have multiple lines of text, and
has more functionality. The following code shows how to add a JTextArea component to your
program:
JTextArea textArea = new JTextArea(20,40);
contentPane.add(textArea);
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18.5 Events
Now we have a nice looking window with two buttons and one text field. We can write text to
the field, press the buttons, but nothing happens! Why’s that? Because you have to write some
code to make something happen. Each component -- button, text field, etc. -- can react to all
the events, that might happen to it, such as pressing the button or writing text to the text field.
You have to register all the events you want to observe, and write some code that responds to
the events. This can be done for the button by just calling the addActionListener() method.
Of course, you have to implement the ActionListener interface, which contains a single
method called actionPerformed(). The following code shows how to implement the
ActionListener and how to register the event and write some code behind it:
import javax.swing.*;
import java.awt.*;
import java.awt.event.*;
public class CapturingEvent
{
public static void main(String[] args)
{
JFrame window = new JFrame();
window.setSize(320,200);
window.setLocation(352,284);
window.setTitle("Testing JFrame class!");
// A reference to the painting area of the window
Container contentPane = window.getContentPane();
// We define the layout how elements are placed on
//
the window.
contentPane.setLayout(new FlowLayout());
// Add a button to window (without handle to it).
contentPane.add(new JButton("Button 1"));
// Create a second button with a handle to it.
JButton button2 = new JButton("Button 2");
// Add the button 2 to the window.
contentPane.add(button2);
JTextField textField = new JTextField(10);
contentPane.add(textField);
ourOwnEventHandlerClass eventhandler =
new ourOwnEventHandlerClass();
button2.addActionListener(eventhandler);
window.show();
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}
}
// Here we implement the interface to this class
class ourOwnEventHandlerClass implements ActionListener
{
// Here is the actionPerformed method which is called
//
when button is pressed.
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e)
{
System.out.println("Button 2 pressed!");
}
}

When we press Button 2, a “Button 2 pressed!” text is shown on the command line. The result
can be seen in picture 34. The example CapturingEvent.java shows how to add an action
listener to your program.

Picture 34. Event handling.

18.6 Scroll
The example Country.java shows, how to use the JTextArea with the code shown earlier.
Also, how to add a JScrollPane to get automatic scroll to your text area. Picture 29 shows the
result.
A JScrollPane control is used for scrolling, when too much text is placed on the screen. All
you must do in order to produce full scrolling capabilities, is to wrap the JTextArea -- or some
other component -- in a JScrollPane. Wrapping can be done as follows:
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// We create an instance of JTextArea
JTextArea textArea = new JTextArea(4,25);
// Now we wrap the textArea inside of JScrollPane
new JScrollPane(textArea);

Picture 35. Testing JScrollPane.

18.7 Layouts
The components are placed on a form by using a layout manager, that decides how the
components lie based on the order that you add() them in. The size, shape, and placement of
components will be different from one layout manager to another.
JApplet, JFrame, Jwindow, and JDialog can all produce -- with the getContentPane() method
-- a Container, that can contain and display Components. In a Container there is the

setLayout() method that allows you to choose between different layout managers.
There are a few layout managers, like BorderLayout, FlowLayout, GridLayout,
GridBagLayout and BoxLayout. We will introduce you to all of them in the following
examples:

•

borderlayout.java

•

flowlayout.java

•

gridlayout.java

•

gridbaglayout.java
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•

boxlayout.java

•

absolutepositioning.java

18.7.1 Tooltips
Tooltips are very useful and they also help the user. A tooltip appears, when you keep the
mouse pointer a few seconds in the same place. For example, you can add tooltip to a button,
and when you keep the mouse over the button for a while, the tooltip appears and tells what
happens if your press the button. Tooltips can be added easily like shown in the following
code:
// Creating a Jbutton
JButton button = JButton(“Button with tooltip”);
Button.setToolTipText(“My tooltip for the button”);

The example tooltip.java demonstrates how to use tooltips in your programs.
18.7.2 Messageboxes
Messageboxes are an easy way to inform the user that some disturbance has happened or that
the user has to choose between someoptions. Messageboxes are contained in the JOptionPane.
The most commonly used messageboxes are JOptionPane.showMessageDialog() and
JOptionPane.showConfigDialog(). The example optionpane.java demonstrates how to use
them in your programs.
18.7.3 Menus
Menus are useful components in many cases. Menu is a component, that presents selections
for getting things done. Menus are very much used in programs of today, as in Word, Excel,
etc.
Each component that is capable of holding a menu, has a setJMenuBar() method that accepts
a JMenuBar. Then you can add JMenu’s to the JMenuBar, and JMenuItem’s to the JMenu’s.
Each JMenuItem can have an ActionListener attached to it.
Look for the menu.java example for more information about menus. If you like to know
more about pop-up menus, try the example popup.java.
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18.7.4 Drawing
The last thing that we have to learn about graphics is drawing. As you remember, we are
creating a program called TrafficLights. Traffic lights consist of three lights, red, orange, and
green. Also it would be suitable, that lights are inside some kind of box. The example
light.java demonstrates how to draw circles and rectangles.

Picture 36. Drawing traffic lights.
Now we are able to create a graphical user interface to our Traffic lights program. It should
consist of three circles -- red, orange and green -- inside a blue rectangle (the traffic light).
Also we need a few buttons or menus for controlling the lights (take connection to other
traffic lights, etc.).
Note! You should create your own Traffic lights user interface now. In The following
chapters we will add more functionality under the hood.

18.8 I/O System
The I/O system consists of files, the console and network connections. Usually we connect
files and I/O systems together. That is usual, because files are a good and fast way to store
information. Of course if you must store a lot of information, a database is a better solution.
18.8.1 Listing files
The File class can represent either the name of particular file, or the names of a set of files in
a directory. The list of files in the current directory can be taken two different ways, calling
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the list method with no arguments or using a filename filter. The example fileTest.java
demonstrates the use of the File class.
18.8.2 Directory
The File class can be used to create a new directory or an entire directory path, if it does not
exist. You can also look at the file size, the last modification date of files, see whether a File
object represents a file or a directory, or delete file. Look for directory.java for more details.
18.8.3 Streams
A Stream represents any data source, or sink, as an object capable of producing or receiving
pieces of data. The Stream hides the details of what happens to the data inside the actual I/O
device. The InputStream and Reader classes are used for reading information.
OutputStream and Writer classes are used for writing information. You do not use those
classes directly because there are other classes, that provide a more useful interface. The
example iodemo.java shows how to use Streams.
In the iodemo.java example, we are using three kinds of ways to handle information. First we
are asking the user to enter some information, such as name and address. We will read the
information by using the InputStreamReader class. This class is wrapped into the
BufferedReader class to let us use easier reading methods like readLine.
After that part we are storing the information to iodemo.txt file. This is done using the
FileWriter class wrapped into a BufferedWriter which is wrapped into a PrintWriter.
Saving can be done by calling the println method.
And the last part is to open our just created file and print the contents of the file to the
console. A FileReader class is wrapped into a BufferedReader class and then the file is read
line by line and printed to the console.
The example readEOF.java shows how to read the file byte by byte, and how to find out
when the end of file (EOF) is reached.
18.8.4 Standard I/O
System.in, System.out and System.err are standard i/o. System.in is standard input,
System.out is standard output and System.err is standard error. What does this then mean?
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All input to the program comes from System.in. All the output can go to the standard output,
System.out, and all error messages can be sent to the standard error, System.err.
If you need to read input a line at a time using readLine, you have to wrap the System.in in a
BufferedReader. To do this, you have to convert System.in to a Reader using
InputStreamReader. The example echoing.java will show how to do that.
System.out is a PrintStream which is an OutputStream. The example systemout.java
shows how to convert System.out into a PrintWriter.
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18.9 Network programming
The traffic light what we are creating has to work alone. If we had few computers, it would be
nice to get the lights to work together. The communication between those lights can be done
by using network programming. Network programming is part of I/O systems too like file
system but in this study material it has been separated to own chapter.
18.9.1 Server and client
Our traffic light must be a server and a client at the same time, because each Traffic light
program must be able to take connection -- be a client -- to the other Traffic light program,
which is server this time. Each computer must have a unique address, that we can take a
connection to. This address is called ip address. For example, my computer’s ip address is
195.148.252.9. When you know my ip address, you can connect to my computer. But the ip
address is not enough, we also have to know the port that our program uses. We can have
multiple simultaneous connections to our computer. That is why we need to specify a port
address, too. The port address specifies what port of the computer we want the connections to.
We can say that ip address is like street address and port number is like the number of the
house in that street.
Of course, we can have multiple connections to same ip address and same port. Then it is the
duty our program to handle them correctly.
The next example demonstrates the day of time service. You can test it by opening the telnet
program (for example in Windows by just entering telnet at the command prompt) and
opening connection to The following address: 129.6.15.29 13. First comes ip address, then
comes space and after that comes number 13 which is port number (check picture 37 for more
information). The following text should appear to the screen: 52355 02-03-22 13:51:57 67 0 0
284.2 UTC(NIST) *. Of course, day and time will be different.
Note! Sometimes a server can be down and you can not get the connection. In The
following address you can find other ip addresses that can be used to get time of day:
http://www.boulder.nist.gov/timefreq/service/time-servers.html.
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Picture 37. Day of time service.
18.9.2 Sockets
A socket represents a connection between two computers. If you need to send information to
the other computer, just send the information to the socket. There are two type of sockets, the

ServerSocket, which is used on server and Socket which is used on the client side. When you
connect to the server, the ServerSocket accepts the connection and returns a Socket. After that
you have a Socket-Socket connection between the computers.
The example address.java demonstrates the use of ip addresses and ports. It takes the
connection to the same place, like shown in the earlier example and asks the time of day.
Example webpage.java shows how to make connection to the certain www –page and
download a html –page from it.
18.9.3 Protocol
A protocol can be described as a ‘way of acting in different situations’. For example, when
you meet somebody, you greet him or her, and tell your name. Or if you are in a shop, you are
supposed to pay your shoppings, when the salesperson informs you the total. Protocol is a
predefined way to act in a certain situation. We need a protocol to pass information from
server to client and back. We need to know, if there are any cars coming, from client and if
we are the client of some other traffic light, we need to inform it if a car leaves our light.
The example protocolclient.java demonstrates a simple protocol. You also need to run
protocolserver.java to get proper answers.
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18.9.4 Server
The next thing that we have to do is to create a server, that waits for a connection from a
client. The example server.java demonstrates how to create a server. Your duty is to modify
the source code to fit it into your Traffic light program. The idea of the server is simple, it
waits in endless loop for a connection from a client. When a connection is accepted, the server
and the client can change information of cars leaving the lights. The way they discuss is called
a protocol and it can be whatever wish it to be!
As said before, the Traffic light program needs both server and client functions to work
properly. It may need client functions to connect to a different Traffic light program to inform
it about cars that are leaving the lights. And it may also need server functions, if some other

Traffic light program likes to take connection to us to inform about cars leaving it.
For example, three Traffic lights together create some kind of a chain, where the first light
uses only client functions, second light server and client functions and last light server
functions!
18.9.5 Client
Client code is quite simple, too. We have to take connection to a server and have discourse
with it, informing about cars that leave our lights and getting information if a car is coming
from the server light. The example client.java demonstrates how to create a client.

Picture 38. Three Traffic lights in chain.
Note! There are a few questions that can arise. First, is the Traffic light program allowed
to serve and take more than one connection? Second, what should it do, if there are
three lights connected together and the middlemost lights go down?
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18.9.6 Problems with your own chat program
Now you know how to make a chat program of your own. And, of course, you want to put
your own chat program on your www pages, right? Then you will notice, that it is not as easy
as it looks. The first problem will be the server program, it should run all the time. If you have
your own server, this is no problem. But if you do not have a server of your own, it is really
hard to find a service provider, that allows users to run their own Java programs on the server.
The next problem is much more complicated. As you may already know, Java applets are
protected to be safe to use. One way to protect the user of Java applets, is to prohibit the Java
applet from taking an internet connection to any other computers than the one it is run on. For
example, if our Java applet lies on server http://hdsoft.no-ip.com/chat/, it can not open an
internet connection to other computers, only to address hdsoft.no-ip.com.
The goal for the JDK is to enable browsers to run untrusted applets in a trusted environment.
Applet viewers (including Web browsers) impose the following restrictions:

•

Applets cannot load libraries or define native methods.

•

An applet cannot ordinarily read or write files on the host that is executing it.

•

An applet cannot make network connections except to the host that it came from.

•

An applet cannot start any program on the host that is executing it.

•

An applet cannot read certain system properties.

•

The windows that an applet brings up look different from windows, that an application
brings up.
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18.10 Applets
Applet is little program that can be run inside a Web browser that supports the Java
programming language. As said in an earlier chapter, applets have some restrictions in the
name of safety. Let us have a look at the benefits of Java applets.. First, we do not need
installation procedures before using applets. All we have to do is wait a little bit for the applet
to download and then you can use it. Second, we do not have to worry about bugs, because we
can’t make any harm to the computer that uses the applet.
18.10.1 Applet creation starts from JApplet
JApplet is the base class where we start to build our own Java applet. We have to inherit
JApplet class to our own class. The following methods can be used to control the creation
and execution of an applet:
The init method is automatically called, when an applet is initialized for the first time. The
start method is called every time the applet is allowed to start up its normal operations. The
stop method is called, when an applet is not running anymore. The destroy method is called
when an applet is unloaded.
18.10.2 A simple applet
The simplest applet can be the following:
import java.applet.*;
public class simple extends Applet {
public void init() {
}
}

As you can see, it does nothing. When you run it, it shows nothing. This only demonstrates
how easy it is to make an applet. Note that applets are not required to have a main method,
you can put any startup code in the init method. Try to put the following line inside the init
method:
add(new java.awt.Button("Testing applet!"));

You should see a button on top of the applet window with the text “Testing applet!”.
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18.10.3 Example applet
We are not concentrating on applets very deeply, of course you can use all the examples as
applets if you want -- and if it is possible. You have to remember, that applets may need a
special coding technique to work. Sometimes it is easier to do your thing by using normal
Java applications, not applets. Our example.java shows how to make simple applet with a
few buttons and labels.
18.10.4 HTML
We are now familiar with applets but what is HTML and why it is needed to run Java applets?
You can test and run the applets on your own computer by using the Java AppletViewer
program. When an applet is ready, it is normally put on a web server. Then other people can
download and use it by going to the page where the applet lies. The page needs some special
HTML code that the web browser can download and run the applet properly.
The simplest way to add applet to internet is write the following code:
<applet code=simple width=150 height=100>
</applet>

This code inside the HTML page tells the web browser, that it is has to download simple.java
– os simple.class -- from the web server and run it on the web page. The size of the applet
should be 150 times 100 pixels. This is very simple and clear, am I right? The sad thing is that
this does not work because of web browser differences and language wars. That is why you
have to define different codes for each web browser. The two most used browsers are
Netscape and Explorer. Example.html shows how to make a html file that works with both
browsers. You can use this file for yourself, just change the name -- it is displayed a few times
in the code -- and size of the applet in html code.
18.10.5 Parameters
As you can see in Example.html, there are three parameters. Two of them are for the
browser, but the last, or third, parameter is used in the applet: <PARAM NAME="ipAddress"

value=”80.223.192.118">. The parameter tells to the applet, that the ip address is
80.223.192.118. The example para.java shows how to use outer parameters. Check for the
para.html file, too. We are using a message parameter to send some text to be displayed in
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the Java applet. This makes it possible to update changing information fast in applets too. This
kind of information can be commercials, price information, important messages, etc.
18.10.6 Events
Now we can put some labels and buttons to the applet, but the problem is that, when you press
the button, nothing happens. To capture the button click, we have to learn more of events.
Events are used in event-driven programming. Java programs can be event driven. Events
could occur, when you click the button with the left mouse button. For example, the button
has many events but in this case we are interested only in one of them, the button click event.
To catch this event, we have to register the event by using an action listener. To use an action

listener, you have to implement the ActionListener interface in your class. And your class
must have the actionPerformed method, which is activated by events. The example
appEvent.java shows how to use an action listener to catch a button click.
18.10.7 Drawing
It is said that one picture tells more than one thousand words. Graphics is a powerful way to
present information. It is much easier to look at a nice piechart than read the same information
in text format. Drawing itself is not so complicated, you can draw a rectangle just by writing
one line of code like the following:
g.fillRect(50, 50, 35, 65);
Drawing can be done in the paint method, which has an argument of Graphics type. The

Graphics references to the drawing layout of applet. The example drawing.java shows how
to draw things to an applet’s painting area.
18.10.8 Dialog boxes
A dialog box is a window that pops up out of another window. A dialog box can be created by
inheriting from the Dialog class. A dialog needs a parent frame in order to work. The example
dialog.java shows how to make a dialog window, that asks for something from the user.
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Picture 39. A dialog window.
In our example we have been using two buttons, Yes and No, but you can define your own
dialog window easily. There can be a Cancel button, some graphics, an image, etc. The
example moredialog.java demonstrates those things. An image file can be loaded by using
the getImage method, which takes two arguments, codebase and filename. The codebase is
the base url of an applet. You can use the getCodebase method to retrieve the applet’s base
url.
18.10.9 Audio
Now that we can add image files to an applet, it would be nice to learn how to use audio clips
in applet, too. With image files and audio clips together, we get a nice Java multimedia applet.
Maybe you have seen that kind of applets on many web pages. Why don’t make your own
multimedia applet, too?
An audio clip can be loaded just by calling the getAudioClip method with two arguments.
The first argument is the codebase and the second argument is the name of the audio clip.
Codebase tells to the applet where the applet lies – a base url, method getCodebase returns

Url object. The example audio.java plays two audio clips, one clip is playing all the time in a
loop and the second clip will be played after a mouse event. The second example can be
found in the file advanced.java, where we have put together the graphics, text and audio.
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19 ALGORITHMS AND MODELS
Programming means simply solving of problems. An algorithm is a way to solve a certain
problem. Algorithms and data structures together form the program. It is said that an
algorithm is the most important thing in programming, it is the core of programming. The
speed, the accuracy and the reliability of an algorithm and the ability to solve the problem at
hand, are the basic things of programming.

19.1 Searching and sorting
Sometimes you need to find certain information from array or vector. Sometimes you have to
sort your array, for example scores, that’s what sorting is needed for.
19.1.1 Searching
There is many ways to search information from array. We will have a look at two of them,
binary search and linear search.
Linear search is a simple but effective way to search things. One benefit is that elements can
be in an undefined order in an array. Picture 40 shows the situation, where we are looking for
the element x from an array.

Picture 40. Searching element x from an array.
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
if (array[i] == elementToFind) {
System.out.println(“Element found at “ + i);
}
}
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The above example shows how to search for a certain thing from array. As you can see, in big
arrays this is a very slow way to do the search. The example Searching.java demonstrates
how to search for a certain number from an array.
For big arrays, binary search is a lot faster and better than a regular linear search. Of course,
binary search is more compicated. Binary search requires that the array is ordered before the
search. Then you start to split the array in half. The search itself is quite simple, first you
check if the number to search is in the upper or lower part of the splitted array. The part of the
array where the number was found, is split in two again, until the correct number is found.
Picture 41 clarifies the search method.

Picture 41. Binary search.
The example BinarySearch.java demonstrates how to do the binary search in Java.
19.1.2 Swap-sort
The above example (BinarySearch.java) uses a basic style of sorting. There are other sorting
methods too. They are faster, but more complicated at the same time. We will look at six of
them, including an earlier shown sorting method.
I will call the first sorting method swap-sort. The idea of swap-sort is quite simple. You will
compare the nearest elements. You pick the first element and start to compare it to the next
element. If the first element is bigger, you swap their places, if it is not bigger, you will
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compare the first element to third element and so on until you find bigger element or you are
on end of the array.
This swapping can be repeated as long as needed for moving all the items to their places. This
kind of repeated swap-sort is called bubble-sort.

19.2 String manipulation
String manipulation is needed in almost every program. For example, think about a situation
where you are asking for a customers e-mail address. If you want to be sure, that he or she
will give it right, you should check it for correctness, somehow.
19.2.1 Validating an e-mail address
E-mail address validation can be done in many ways. We are going to validate the e-mail
address by checking that there is @ character and . character. Example emailvalidate.java
shows how to do that.
The idea is simple. We will go through the e-mail address and check if there is @ character. If
we can find @ character we continue from there trying to find . character. If we can find .
character we make sure that there is at least one character after . character (country id). This is
very simple checking routine and it does not give any warranty, that given address is correct,
it only tells that the format of given address is correct, nothing else.
19.2.2 Upside-down
Sometimes is very urgent to put string table upside down. If string table is consist of word

Ville, upside-down it will be elliV. How this can be done then? One way to do that is go
through the original string from end to beginning and take one character at time to another
string table. The following example (upsidedown.java) will show the technique of putting
string table upside-down.
19.2.3 Cryptography and frequency
The easiest way to encrypt a message is to use Caesar algorythm. In this algorythm you
replace certain characters by other characters. For example, character a will be replaced by
character g, character b will be replaced by character h and so on. Then original message “we
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are out of ammo” is like “” after encrypt. Example encrypt.java demonstrates encrypting
method.
If we have to “break” the decrypted message, we can use different methods. One way to open
the decrypted message is to find out how often certain character is represented in decrypted
message (frequency). In normal text certain letters have (language specific) certain frequency
of occurrence. You can guess what decrypted character represents, for example if you find out
that character g is the most used character in message, you can make a good guess and say it
represents character a in real message?!
Example frequence.java shows how to find out the frequency of occurrence of all characters
in given message.
19.2.4 Checking ISBN
ISBN –number identify the book. ISBN –number is it not just a bunch of numbers, it has
check sum (last number) so we can be sure that given ISBN –number is correct. How the
check sum is counted then? All but the last number is multipled by it is index number. If we
have ISBN –number 1-861006-17-9, we will multiple all but the last numbers by their indexes
and sum them together. The sum will be 1*1 + 8*2 + 6*3 and so on. Then the sum is divided
by number 11 and the check sum will be the modulus. Example isbn.java shows how to count
the check sum.
19.2.5 Lottery
Lottery is very popular game, especially in Finland. In Finnish lotto game is 39 numbers
where you have to choose seven numbers. If you choose correct ones, you will win the jack
pot which is normally 500 000 or more euros. Now we will make lottoprogram that generates
seven numbers from 39 possibilities. Chance to win in lotto is approximately one to fifteen
million ☺ Example lotto.java gives you the keys to be a millionaire.
19.2.6 Sorting
Do you need sorting? If you can say no to this question, I am very astonished because in
“normal” life sorting is needed almost everywhere. For example you can think about lotto
game, every week they will randomly pick up seven numbers from 39. They are in random
order, which means we can have The following result: 6 15 35 10 27 16 22. This is not very
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nice to read, that is why we have to put the result in right order, normally small numbers to
the beginning and the bigger numbers to the end. Then the order should be like 6 10 15 16 22
27 35 which is much more better and easier. Example quicksort.java shows how to sort some
numbers.
There are many sorting methods, some of them are quite easy and (sad to say) very slow. We
will use the Quicksort sorting method which is – as its name says – quite quick ☺. In
Quicksort the worst sorting time (turnaround time) can be calculated with The following
equation: O(n 2 ) .

19.3 Bitwise operators
One bit can have two states, on or off, right?. Eight bits together combine a byte, traditionally.
Eight bits is a very common way to handle bits. But how we can check the status of one bit in
a byte of eight? For that we need a bit operation called masking. First we will look through
the common bitwise operators:
Table 19. Bitwise operators.
<<

Shift bits to the left

>>

Shifts bits to the right

&

AND

|

OR

^

Exclusive OR (XOR)

~

Complement

19.3.1 Examples of bit operations

Let’s assume that we have two variables, variable A and variable B. Variable A has value
11001010 which corresponds to 202 in decimal format. Variable B has value 11111111 which
is 255 in decimal format.
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Shifting bits to the left or right:

First we will shift three of variables A bits to the left. It can be done The following way:
A<<3. The result is 11001010000 (1616 in decimal). As you can see, the amount of bits
grows. If there is no “space” to grow, bits shifted off the end are lost. Next we will try to shift
two bits to the right and the result will be 00110010 (50).
What is the “idea” of shifting bits then? Why we are doing such a thing? Okay, let us assume,
that we have to know the third bits state of variable A. In our example the third bit of variable
A is bolded: 11001010. Counting is started from the right and index start from zero. Bits are

counted from bit 0 to bit 7. Totally it makes 8 bits, right?
AND:

The bitwise and operation operates according to the rule that the bitwise and of two 1 bits is a
1 bit. Any other combination results in a 0 bit.
00100100 AND 11111111 results in 00100100.
OR:

For the inclusive or, if either bit is a 1, the result is a 1. Otherwise, the result is a 0.
00100100 OR 11111111 results in 11111111.
Exclusive or (XOR):

For the exclusive or, if either but not both bits is a 1, the result is a 1. Otherwise, the result is a
0. Another way to state this is if the bits are different, the result is a 1. If the two bits are the
same, the result is a 0.
00100100 XOR 11111111 results in 11011011.
Complement:

The complement operator changes each 1 to a 0 and changes each 0 to a 1.
Example bitop.java demonstrates the use of bit operations like shifting, AND, OR, XOR and
complement. Example bitop2.java shows how to find out certain bits value.
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19.4 Arithmetic, logical, etc. operators
Next we will learn the operators used in Java.
Table 20. Arithmetic operators.
+ Addition
-

Subtraction

*

Multiplication

/

Division

% Modulo
Example:
public class ArithmeticOperators
{
public static void main(String args[])
{
int number = 15;
number = number + 12;
System.out.println("Number is " + number);
}
}

Table 21. Assignment operators.
++ Add one
--

Subtract one

+= Add number
-= Subtract number
*= Multiply number
/= Divide number
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Example program:
public class AssignmentOperators
{
public static void main(String args[])
{
int number = 15;
number -=5;
System.out.println("Number is " + number);
number++;
System.out.println("Number is " + number);
}
}

Table 22. Comparison operators.
== Equal
!= Not equal
>

Greater than

<

Smaller than

<= Smaller than or equal
>= Greater than or equal
Example program:
public class Comparison Operators
{
public static void main(String args[])
{
int number = 15;
if (number > 10)
System.out.println("The number is greater than 10");
}
}
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Table 23. Logical operators.
!

NOT

&& AND
||

OR

Example program:
public class LogicalOperators
{
public static void main(String args[])
{
int number = 15;
if ((number > 0) && (number < 20))
System.out.println("The number greater than zero ” +
“and smaller than twenty");
}
}

Table 24. Operator precedence.
() []
++ -- !
*/%
+< > <= >=
== !=
&&
||
= += -= *= /=
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19.5 Reserved words
The Java language has words that have been reserved for the Java compiler for its purposes
and that cannot be used for other purposes, such as names for variables, classes or methods.
Table 25. Reserved words.
abstract

boolean

break

byte

case

catch

char

class

const

continue

default

do

double

else

extends

final

finally

float

for

goto

if

implements

Import

instanceof

int

interface

long

native

New

package

private

protected

public

return

Short

static

super

switch

synchronized

this

Throw

throws

transient

try

void

volatile

While

In addition, there are the so-called literal constants, or words that have been declared to
describe the value of some constant value, e.g. true and false

19.6 Compression
Does the word compression sound familiar? Maybe not, but such words as zip, gzip or at least
WinZip should ring the bell. You probably have uncompressed (unzipped) files you have
downloaded from internet -- right? Maybe you have compressed (zipped) some files yourself,
too. This work is normally done by using programs like WinZip or pkzip. Java has gzip and
zip support built-in, so we will look at them a little bit.
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19.6.1 GZIP

The InputStream and OutputStream classes support reading and writing streams in a
compressed format. That is why compression should have been introduced in chapter 18.8
(I/O System), but it may be too confusing to get all the information at once. To show how to
use compression, we have the compression.java source file. In that example a text file will be
compressed to a zip file and then the zip file will be uncompressed back to a text file.
19.6.2 ZIP

Earlier example used gzip compression instead of zip compression. By using zip compression
class we can store multiple files, read easily other zip files, verify the checksum of file, etc.
Example zipTest.java shows how to use zip compression.

Picture 42. The compressed.gz file can be opened with WinZip.
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19.7 Threads and multithreading
Thread is a Java feature for doing more than one thing at a time. If we do not use a multiprocessor computer, tasks that that seem like simultaneous, are executed fast one after
another. In a multi-processor computer threads can be executed at the same time, in different
processors.
Multithreading means handling more than one task at a time, like reading the contents of a file
to memory and playing music at the same time. Those parallelly running program units are
called threads. The general concept of using threads is called multithreading. There is one big
problem regarding multitasking, shared resources. Think about having two or more threads
running at the same time and trying to access the same resources like a database, then we have
a problem. We must lock the the resource when using it, to prevent other threads from using it
at the same time. This is accomplished with the synchronized keyword in code.
19.7.1 Thread state

A thread always has a definite state. A new thread is made Runnable by calling the Start
method. Thread can be made not runnable by suspend and sleep method calls. A thread can be
returned to action by calling the resume method. A thread is stopped by the stop method call,
the thread ceases to exist – or dies – and it cannot be recovered again.
19.7.2 Inheriting

The simplest way to create a thread is to inherit from class Thread. The most important
method for Thread is run(), which you must override. The start() method in the Thread
class performs special initialization for the thread and then calls run(). The following
example shows what you need to get multithreading work:
public class myThread extends Thread {
public void run() {
// Note! When the run method execution ends,
//
thread execution ends.
System.out.println("Doing something...")
}
}
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19.7.3 Interface

Another

way

to

use

threads

is

to

implement

the

Runnable

A clarifying example:
public class MyThreadClass implements Runnable
{
public void run()
{
System.out.println("MyThreadClass running...");
}
}

The class is needed to run our thread:
MyThreadClass myThread = new MyThreadClass();
new Thread(myThread).start();

19.7.4 Timer

Timing can be done with the Java Timer class.
A clarifying example:
// TimerExample.java
// (c) Ville Rontti 2002
//
import java.util.*;
public class TimerExample
{
public static void main(String args[])
{
// Intantiating the TimerTask as timerTask
TimerTask timerTask = new TimerTask();
// Intantiating the Timer class as timer
Timer timer = new Timer();
// Set the timer to execute TimerTask,
// after 500 milliseconds (0,5 sec),
// continuing after every 1000 ms.
timer.schedule(timerTask, 500, 1000);
while(true)
{
}
}
}
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// Inherit Timer Class
class TimerTask extends Timer
{
// In the run method, we have task to do.
public void run()
{
System.out.println(".");
}
}

In our example make a TimerTask class that inherits the Timer class. We override the run
method,

and

instruct

it

to

print

out

a

dot

on

the

screen.

In the main method we instantiate the TimerTask class. Then we instantiate the Timer class.
Next, we call the schedule method of the timer. As method parameters we give the timerTask,
starting

delay

and

execution

interval.

The starting delay and execution interval are given as milliseconds, 1000 milliseconds is one
second. In this case we execute the timer task with one second intervals. The first execution
we’ll have to wait for half a second.
19.7.5 Thread priorization

For example, a thread reading a file can reserve operating system resources so that other
threads get no execution turn. Because of this it is wise to add a break to the run method with
the sleep or yield command, thus allowing other threads to execute their commands from time
to

time.

Because the running of all threads is not equally important or urgent to the overall functioning
of the system, threads can be defined a priority – an integer number in the range 1-10. Default
priority is 5. This is done with the setPriority method of the Thread class. Correspondingly
the priority can be found out with the getPriority method. When more than one threds have
their turn to execute at the same time, the thread with the lowest priority number, and
highest priority, is executed. Only if this thread takes a break in execution, lower priority

threads get a chance to execute. If two threads of the same level of priority are started, the
later started will execute only, when the first started allows it.
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19.7.6 Thread synchronization

Sometimes it is needed to prevent the chance that more than one method would execute at the
same time the same code. Then we need a so-called monitor, that locks the object instance or
method so that when some thread is inside it in execution, other threads can not execute it.
This is done by the synchronized attribute, that can be be incorporated either in the method
heading or at the head of a block:
// Lock the method while it is being executed
public synchronized void synchronizedMethod()
{
System.out.println("Program code to execute");
}

or
public void method()
{
// Lock the instance(this instance) during
// execution of the block.
synchronized(this)
{
System.out.println("Program code");
}
}

In the first example we lock the method by adding the synchronized attribute in the method
definition heading.
In the second example we lock the instance at hand.
Synchronization always locks a whole object. Or if object A calls a synchronized method of
object B, the object B will be locked up. During the locking, the methods of B are available to
A only.
A clarifying example:
// Object A program code
synchronized(B) {
// B is locked from now on, other threads can not
// use B before this locking is ended.
B.teeSita();
B.teeTata();
} // This brace releases the lock on B.
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Naturally it is is worth synchronizing only as small a part of the program code as possible, as
synchronization may slow down program execution remarkably.
Sometimes we need a bit more complicated synchronization. Then a thread executing some
program block can be set to a waiting state by the wait command. Then the thread will yield
monitoring and wait for the notify or notifyall call from some other thread, and then the
waiting thread with the highest priority can continue execution.
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19.8 Programming tips
19.8.1 The difference between assignment and comparison

If you want to set to the variable value, use the ‘=’ character. If you want to compare the
variable value to some other value, use two ‘=’ characters or ‘==‘. A general mistake is that,
if you for example want to check if the value of variable x is 5.
if (x = 5) {
// Note! Common mistake!
System.out.println("The value of variable x is 5");
}

This comparison has the problem that, whatever the value of variable x was before the if
statement, after the execution of the statement, it is 5 for sure, as we ourselves assign the
value 5 to x, and the assignment is true. After that the text ‘The value of variable x is 5’ is
always printed. But the program won’t work.
The same program code corrected:
if (x == 5) {
// The correct version!
System.out.println("The value of variable x is 5");
}

Programmer’s who have programmed with the BASIC programming language, are specially
prone to this error.

19.9 The missing statement block
In the the next example, it is checked, if the value of the variable height is more than 150.
And if it is, the two lines of code are supposed to be executed. Otherwise, the two lines must
not be executed.
if (height > 150)
System.out.println("You are over 150 cm tall!");
x++;
// This statement executes ALWAYS – but should NOT!!

Did you notice the error? The above program code adds one to the value of variable x every
time, no matter what value the variable height has. This is because the if statement controls
the execution of only one row. If you want it to control the execution of more than one row,
the rows have to put inside braces {}.
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The same program code corrected:
if (height > 150) {
System.out.println("You are over 150 cm tall!");
x++;
}
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20 TESTS AND EXERCISES
In this chapter you will find some useful tests and Exercises, that will help you to develop
your programming skills. This part is optional and you can bypass this part and jump to the
part xx where we will start to create the Traffic lights program.

20.1 Tests
The following tests will help you to find out your weaknesses ☺
20.1.1 Practicing

Make the following tests, how many answers you get right? Half or more answers correct is
good, otherwise, you should study a little bit more. The test can be found at the address
http://www.teststeststests.com/javatest.htm.
On the following page http://www.ugolandini.net/TestJavaE.html, you can find three different
tests and solutions for them.
20.1.2 Test 1

Q: How does an object-oriented programming language differ from a structured
programming language?
A: An object-oriented programming language is based on the use of objects.
Q: What statements can be used for execution control? Name at least three statements.
A: if-else, do-while, for, break and continue, switch.
Q: What is “reference to the object”?
A: It is like remote control (the reference) to your tv (object). You are controlling the tv by the
remote control.
Q: What are primitive types?
A: Even though Java is a totally object-oriented programming language, it has primitive nonobject data types because object data types are slower than primitive data types.
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Q: What does the term Garbage collection mean?
A: It means that you never have to destroy an object, it will be destroyed automatically when
it is not used anymore – when it has no references to it.
Q: How class and object are tied together?
A: Class tells you what the type of object is like.
Q: What does short-circuiting mean?
A: It means that expressions will be evaluated only until the truth or falsehood of the entire
expression is determined.
Q: What does the term casting mean?
A: It means casting into a mold, for example converting from integer to long, changing from
one type of data to another.
Q: Constructor and destructor are used in ____________________.
A: Constructor is special method which is automatically called when an object is created.
Destructor is special method which is automatically called when an object is being destroyed.
Q: What method overloading means?
A: In method overloading you can have multiple methods with identical name but different
arguments.
Q: What does the keyword this mean?
A: The keyword this produces the reference to the object the method has been called for.
Q: What three attribute keywords can be used, when creating data members and method
members to a class?
A: public, private and protected.
Q: Why the keyword final is used?
A: By using final keyword you put a lock on the method to prevent any inheriting class of
changing it’s functioning. And, if you make a method final, the compiler turns any calls to
that method into inline calls, which are much faster.
Q: Name three essential features of object-oriented programming.
A: Data abstraction, inheritance and polymorphism.
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Q: What does polymorphism mean?
A: Late binding.
Q: What does overriding mean?
A: A method is replaced by another in a subclass, or implemented -- for the first time – in the
case of abstract methods or when implementing interfaces.
20.1.3 Test 2

Answer the following questions:
1) Write down six different kinds of variables (primitive or object type variables). 3p.
2) Define an int type array called ownArray, the array size should be 10. 2p.
3) Write down a program that prints the values of ownArray to the console using a for -loop.
2p.
4) Write down an if –statement, which is true when x is bigger than 10 and x is smaller than
12. 3p.
5) Write down at least four comparison statements. 2p.
6) What is the type of the following method return value and parameter? 2p.
public int lengthOfInformation(String information)
{
}

return information.length();

7) What are the values of variables x, y and z at the last line of the main method? 6p.
public class Test
{
public static
{
int x =
int y =
int z =

void main(String args[])
3;
5;
0;

z = doSomething (x, y);
System.out.println("x = " + x + ", y = " + y + ", z = " + z);
}
private static int doSomething(int x, int y)
{
int tmp;
x = x - 1;
y = y + 1;
tmp = x + y;
return tmp;
}

}
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Answers:
1) For example: int, long, double, float, char, Integer 3p.
2) int ownArray[] = new int[10] 2p.
3) for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) 2p.
System.out.println(ownArray[i]);
4) if (x > 10 && x < 12) 3p.
5) <

2p.

>
<=
>=
==
!=
6) Parameter is String -type, return value is int -type. 2p
7) x = 3, y = 5, z = 8. 6p.
Maximum amount of points is 20 points.
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20.2 Exercises
Sometimes beginning programmers feel, that it is very difficult to start to make a new, large
program. Then you have to remember one thing, “all large programs are made of small
programs”. Doing The following Exercises will help you to create larger programs like the
Traffic Lights program.
20.2.1 Exercise 1

Write a program, that prints out a box on the screen and inside it your own name.
Like in this Example:
+--------------+
| Ville Rontti |
+--------------+
20.2.2 Exercise 2

Write a program, with the following variables:
int length = 172;
int age = 25;
int weight = 68;
Print out the starting situation on the screen (ie. Print out length, age and weight).
Add 25 centimeters to the length.
Subtract 5 years from the age.
Add 3 kilos to the weight.
Print out the interim result (ie. length, age and weight).
Multiply length by two.
Add one year to the age.
Divide the weight by two.
Print out the result on the screen.
Try different kinds of operators in the above operations. What problems or errors you noticed
in the result?
20.2.3 Exercise 3
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Write a program, with the following variables of type int: a, b, c ,d and e.
Assign the values 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 into the variables in the coresponding order.
Do the following calculations:
•

Add one to the value of variable a.

•

Assign the modulo of division of c by b to the variable d.

•

Add the value of c to the variable b.

•

Assign the result of dividing c by a to the value of c.

•

Assign the result of multiplying b and a to the value b

•

Assign the sum of a, b, c and d to the value of e

Print out the values of the variables to the screen with the System.out.println statement:
eg. System.out.println("The value of a is " + a);
20.2.4 Exercise 4

Write a program, that has the following variables:
•

variable of type int pcsAmount (number of products)

•

variable of type double aPrice (unit price of product)

•

variable of type double priceHike (price hike)

•

variable of type String productName (name of product)

Write the program code. Assign the values that you want to the variables. First, calculate the
new unit price for product with the help of the priceHike value. A hike value of e.g. 1.05,
which means a price hike of 5 per cent. Then, you calculate the price total and print out the
data on the screen as in the following example:
Product name unit price
pcs
total
------------------------------------------------Milk 1 litre
0,64
5
3,20
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20.2.5 Exercise 5

Write a program, that assigns numbers 10, 4, 7, 6, 8 and 5 into variables – array or regular -and calculates their average value.
20.2.6 Exercise 6

Write a program that has the following variables:
int weight1 = 68;
int weight2 = 110;
Swap the values of the variables in the program. Ie. You don’t assign them like this: weight1
= 110 and weight2 = 68, but you can assign one or the other value to an intermediary variable
to help you out.
20.2.7 Exercise 7

Write a program that:
•

Creates an 20 by 5 sized int array, initializes it by random numbers and prints it on the
screen

•

Finds the greatest value of the array and prints out its indexes.

•

Changes the values of the third line into zeros.

•

Changes the values of the fourth line into ones.

What is the sum of the array cells?
20.2.8 Exercise 8

Create a program, that prints out figures like those below using the ‘*’ character.
*
**
***
****
*****
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*
***
*****
*******
*********
Note! Use for loop and no more than two System.out.println statements.
20.2.9 Exercise 9

Create a program that asks name, age and weight from user. Name is String type, age is float
type and weight is int type. After that program has to print the information to the console.
20.2.10 Exercise 10

Create a program that asks the name (String type), weight (int type in kilos), heigth (double
type in meters) and calculates the BMI value. Check the equation for BMI from internet.
20.2.11 Exercise 11

Now we will enhance our first program a little bit. We will add few lines of code to find out
possible input errors. You have to create a program that asks the name, age and weight of the
user. If input is wrong -- for example the user inputs letters, when you are asking age -- the
program has to ask again until the input is correct or user presses the Q button to quit the
program. Program has to print the information to the console.
20.2.12 Exercise 13

Create a program that asks the names of three car manufactures (such as BMW, Audi,
Mercedes-Benz) and two car models for each (as BMW 525 and BMW 530). The program
has to save the information into a multidimensional array and print the contents of the array to
the console.
20.2.13 Exercise 14

Create a program that asks for names of persons until the user inputs an empty name (just
presses the ENTER key). Print the names to the console. Use the Vector class.
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20.2.14 Exercise 15

Create a Finnish Lotto program that randomly picks seven numbers out of 39 possible and
finally puts the numbers in ascending order and prints the result to the console. You should
put the Lotto code to the Lotto class and sorting code to the sort class to make the
implementing of the source code easier.
20.2.15 Exercise 16

In this Exercise you are going to read a text file. The text file is read line by line to memory.
Then each line is separated into substrings by using a StringTokenizer object. Separating
simply means The following:
One line from text file called "names.txt":
Ville Rontti;25.64;Kemi-Tornio Polytechnic;Teacher
You have to separate the information into four different variables:
String name, double age, String workplace, String occupation so you will have The following
information in variables:
name = "Ville Rontti", age = 25.64, workplace = "Kemi-Tornio Polytechnic" and occupation
= "Teacher".
After separating the information, you have to print the separated information to the screen.
And of course, you have to print the column names to the console too (and the column names
must be read from the FILE)..
Remember! Use exceptions, the file has some intentional mistakes and your program should
work even if the file is corrupted.
Tip: You can find more information about StringTokenizer from
http://www.devdaily.com/java/edu/pj/pj010006/pj010006.shtml
20.2.16 Exercise 17

Create class called StaticTest which has one instance variable and one static variable. The
instance variable should store the student’s name and the static variable should store the
school name. Create at least two instances of the StaticTest class.
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Test the class and find out how the static variable works, when you have more than one
instance of a class, which has a static member variable.
20.2.17 Exercise 18

Create a program that has a class called Auto. The Auto class must have three member
variables, carMark (String), carModel (String) and carManufacturingYear (int). Those
member variables must be private, so you have to create necessary methods (and constructors)
to set and get the values.
Tip: You should use toString -method.
20.2.18 Exercise 19

You have The following code:
public class Exercise10 {
public static void main(String args[]) {
int number1 = 1977;
int number2 = 24;
double result = 0;
result = 1977 / 24;
System.out.println("Sum of " + number1 + " and " + number2 + " is " + result);
}
}

The only problem is that the result (82.0) is NOT correct. How to fix the program to get the
right result WITHOUT changing type of variables.
TIP: Casting..
20.2.19 Exercise 20

You have two variables: int a = 3 and int b = 22. You need to make three different "if" statements that are true when
•

sum of a and b is 25 or bigger

•

a is bigger than b OR b is bigger than 20
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•

a is smaller than 10 AND b is bigger than a
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21 APPENDIX A: GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
To complete the Java Learning Material, you need a computer, that has a operating system
(for example Windows or Linux, etc.), the Java SDK and text-editor (for example TextPad)
programs installed.
Note: Java programs can be developed on other operating systems; too, such as Linux, but the
following installation instructions are only for the Windows operating system. You can find
the installation instructions for Linux operating system from http://java.sun.com .
In addition you need the Adobe Acrobat Reader program, that you can read PDF files with.
Part of the study material is in PDF files.

21.1 ORDER OF INSTALLATION
Install the programs in the following order:
1. Java SDK
2. TextPad
3. Adobe Acrobat Reader
The specific installation instructions for each program can be found on the home pages of the
program producer.
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22 APPENDIX B: JAVA LINKS
22.1 Links In Finnish
Ohjelmoinnin perusteet
Java -ohjelmoinnin perusteet
Java -ohjelmoinnin perusteet
Java -harjoitustehtävät
Java -perusteet
Object-ohjelmointi Java -kielellä
Object-ohjelmointi
Ohjelmoinnin perusteet
Ohjelmoinnin perusteita Java -kielellä
Object-ohjelmoinnin perusteet
Ohjelmointi Java -kielellä
Object-ohjelmointi
Java studio
Mikro-Bitti -Threadohjelmointi
Java -luennot
Java
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22.2 Links in English
Java glossary
File handling
Javan specialties
HD SofT Java material

22.3 Other links
Computer instruction set
BMI Weight index
Glossary
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